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ZusammenfassungGalaxienhaufen sind die gr�o�sten durh ihre Eigengravitation gebundenen Systemeim Universum. Ihre Ausdehungen und Massen liegen in den Gr�ossenordnungen vonmehreren Megaparses bzw. � 1014 � 1015 Sonnenmassen. Haufen entstehen bei derVershmelzung kleinerer Strukturen; sie existieren im relativ nahen Universum (Rot-vershiebungen z < 1 � 2). Ihre Hauptbestandteile sind Sterne, hei�ses di�uses Gasund dunkle Materie. Sie werden durh das von der dunklen Materie erzeugte Gravita-tionspotential gebunden. Das hei�se di�use Gas, das sogenannte Intra-Cluster Medium(ICM), stellt den gr�o�sten Teil der Baryonen eines Haufens. Dieses Gas hat eine Tem-peratur von 107 � 108 K und eine Dihte von 10�2 � 10�4 m�3. Aufgrund derBremsstrahlung des ICM sind reihe Haufen starke Quellen von R�ontgenstrahlungund werden intensiv mittels R�ontgenobservatorien untersuhen.Die Gestalt des ICM steht in direkter Beziehung zum Entwiklungszustand einesHaufens. In einem relaxierten Haufem ist die Verteilung des ICM mehr oder wenigersph�arish symmetrish. In vielen solher Haufen �ndet man einen hellen Zentralbe-reih bestehend aus relativ k�uhlem Gas (Te � 1 � 3 keV), der durh shrittweiseK�uhlung und Verdihtung des ICM gebildet wird. Hohaufgel�oste Bilder zeigen je-doh dar�uber hinaus eine vielshihtige Substruktur in den Zentren von Haufen,darunter Ph�anomene wie R�ontgenkavit�aten, Kaltfronten (old fronts) und hei�se Stel-len (hot spots). R�ontgenkavit�aten entstehen bei der Ausdehnung des relativistishenPlasmas der von aktiven Galaxienkernen (ative galative nulei, AGN ) ausgesand-ten Jets im ICM, w�ahrend Kaltfronten ihren Ursprung vermutlih in der di�erentiel-len Bewegung von Klumpen k�uhlen und hei�sen Gases, etwa nah der Vershmelzungzweier Haufen, haben. Diese Beobahtungen legen eine detaillierte Untersuhung derHydrodynamik der Zentralgebiete von Haufen nahe.Eine der o�enen Fragen ist die, was mit dem k�uhlen Gas in einem Haufen passiert.Dieses Gas kann binnen kurzer Zeit (� 108 Jahre) den gr�o�sten Teil seiner thermishenEnergie durh radiatives K�uhlung verlieren. Dennoh beobahtet man keinerlei sehrkaltes (< 1 keV) Gas in den Zentralgebieten reihen Haufen. Eine plausible Erkl�arunghierf�ur ist, da�s Heizen durh den aktiven Galaxienkern einer zentralen massereihenGalaxie die K�uhlung unterbindet. Gew�ohnlih vermutet man, da�s eine Sto�swelle beimAuftre�en des Jets eines AGN auf das umgebende ICM dieses erhitzt und aufbl�aht.Auf diese Weise entstehen Blasen voller relativistishen Gases (R�ontgenkavit�aten).Sp�ater steigen diese Blasen aufgrund der Auftriebskraft subsonish im Gravitations-potential des Haufens auf. W�ahrend des Aufstiegs dehnen sih die Blasen aus undverrihten am ICM Arbeit. Durh diese Prozesse k�onnte ein AGN-Jet genug Energie3



Zusammenfassungliefern, um die Temperatur des ICM �uber 1 keV zu halten. Allerdings weist diesesBild viele Unsiherheiten auf, etwa hinsihtlih des Anteils der Zeit, w�ahrend derder AGN aktiv ist, hinsihtlih der thermishen Leitf�ahigkeit des k�uhlen Gases, derMishungsvorg�ange im Gas und weiterer Prozesse.In unserem ersten Projekt (Kapitel 3) wird der Einu�s der thermishen Leitf�ahig-keit auf eine sih durh hei�seres ICM bewegende kalte Gaswolke (Kaltfront) betrah-tet. In realen Haufen beobahtet man Kaltfronten als sharfe Spr�unge von Ober-�ahenhelligkeit, Temperatur und Dihte des ICM. Der Sprung (die Grenzshiht)selber ist h�au�g sehr shmal. In einigen Haufen (z. B. A3667) betr�agt die Breite derGrenz�ahe weniger als eine mittlere freie Wegl�ange des Gases. Dies bedeutet, da�sTransportprozesse durh die Grenz�ahe unterdr�ukt sind (etwa durh Magnetfel-der).Hier betrahten wir die Entwiklung der Grenz�ahe zwishen einer kalten Gaswol-ke und hei�serem Gas, das �uber diese Wolke hinwegstr�omt. Aushgehend von den grund-legenden Gleihungen der Hydrodynamik mit W�armeleitung argumentieren wir, da�ses nahe dem Stagnationspunkt der Str�omung eine Grenzshiht von konstanter Dike� gibt, wobei � von der Gr�o�senordnung �pkR=U ist; R ist der Kr�ummungsradiusder Wolke, U die Geshwindigkeit der Str�omung im Unendlihen, und k die thermi-she Leitf�ahigkeit des Gases. Semi-analytishe Rehnungen zeigen, da�s, selbst wennsih die anf�anglihe Dike der Grenzshiht von � untersheidet, die Entwiklungshnell zu einem nur von k, R und U abh�angigen stabilen Wert der Dike f�uhrt. Thef�ur die Ausbildung einer stabilen Grenzshiht n�otige Zeitdauer ist � R=U . Diese Ar-gumentation wird best�atigt durh numerishe Simulation mit Hilfe eines SPH-Codes.Die Kombination einer analytishen L�osung und numerisher Simulationen erlaubtuns die Ableitung der Dike der Grenzshiht:�r � 40� Æ0:5� f 0:5T 5=45 R0:5300U�0:51400N�0:50:002 kp; (0.1)wobei der Faktor Æ � 0:5 allen Abweihungen, die in unseren N�aherungen begr�undetliegen, Rehnung tr�agt; f ist der KoeÆzient, um welhen die Spitzershe Leitf�ahig-keit unterdr�ukt wird; T5 = T5 keV , R300 = R300 kp , U1400 = U1400 kms�1 und N0:002 =ne2�10�3 m�3 . �Uber diese Beziehung kann die thermishe Leitf�ahigkeit des ICM einfahaus beobahteten Parametern abgesh�atzt werden. F�ur die Kaltfronten im HaufenA3667 betr�agt die Dike der Grenzshiht � 5 kp, womit sih ein Unterdr�ukungs-faktor von � 0:015 ergibt. Die Entstehungszeit betr�agt � 108 Jahre und ist damitwesentlih k�urzer als die harakteristishe Zeitskala f�ur die Vershmelzung von Hau-fen (109 Jahre). Sobald sih die Shiht ausgebildet hat, ver�andert sih ihre Dikenur noh langsam in der Zeit. Da die W�armeleitung unterdr�ukt wird, kann die ge-samte kalte Wolke in A3667 �uber einen langen Zeitraum der Verdampfung durh dasumgebende hei�se ICM widerstehen.In einem zweiten Projekt haben wir versuht, Bedingungen f�ur die Energetik desAGN in M87 durh die Modellierung der H�au�gkeitspro�le des ICM aufzustellen. In4



ZusammenfassungR�ontgenspektren von Galaxienhaufen beobahtet man viele Emissionslinien shwe-rer Elemente. Aus der Messung des Verh�altnisses des Flusses in Linien zu demje-nigen im Kontinuum kann die H�au�gkeit shwerer Elemente bestimmt werden. DieH�au�gkeit von Eisen im ICM kann gut abgesh�atzt werden aus der Linie, die einheliumartiges Eisenion bei 6.7 keV besitzt. Eisen wird in Sternen erzeugt und in stel-laren Winden und bei Supernova-Explosionen ins ICM freigesetzt. Die sih hierausergebende H�au�gkeitsverteilung sollte dann die Verteilung des von Sternen in derGalaxie ausgestrahlten Lihtes und die Dihteverteilung des ICM widerspiegeln. DasH�au�gkeitspro�l sollte ein ausgepr�agtes Maximum bei der D-Galaxie des Haufensaufweisen. Das beobahtete Eisenh�au�gkeitspro�l ersheint jedoh wesentlih breiter.Dies impliziert die Existenz eines wie auh immer gearteten Mehanismus, der Eisenaus den Zentralgebieten des Haufens in dessen �au�sere Regionen transportiert.Wenn der Jet eines AGN auf das ICM tri�t, wird das Gas in den Zentralgebie-ten von Haufen aufgeheizt und seine Entropie w�ahst. Dies f�uhrt zu Konvektion imICM und Gas von hoher Entropie und hoher Elementh�au�gkeit str�omt vom Zen-trum hinaus zu gr�o�seren Radien. Wir wandten dieses vereinfahtes Modell auf M87an. Zuerst berehneten wir das Entropiepro�l nah der Ausbreitung einer von einemAGN angetriebenen Sto�swelle (f�ur untershiedlihe Parameter des Ausbruhs, derden Sto�s ausgel�ost hat). Die sih ergebenden Pro�le zeigen, da�s das Entropiepro�lvon M87 f�ur eine Energie und eine Dauer des Ausbruhs von 5� 1056 � 5� 1058 ergbzw. � 2�105�2�107 Jahren invertiert wird. Die Entropie in der zentralen Region(r < 10 kp) wird h�oher als diejenige in weiter au�sen liegenden Gebieten. Daher wirddas Gas nah gr�o�seren Radien hin str�omen und shlie�slih wird sih ein neues, imRadius monotones (niht fallend) Pro�l einstellen. Zur selben Zeit bewirken dieseGasbewegungen die Umverteilung shwerer Elemente im Radius.Die sih einstellenden Pro�le zeigen, da�s ein einziger Sto�s die zentrale H�au�gkeits-spitze ausshmieren kann und das Gas innerhalb der zentralen � 6 kp durhmishenkann. Im Falle von M87 weist die H�au�gkeit keine Spitze im Zentrum auf. Diese Ab-wesenheit eines sehr starken H�au�gkeitspeaks im Zentrum legt nahe, da�s der zentraleAGN h�au�ge (im Abstand weniger zehn Megajahre) und eher shwahe Ausbr�uheerzeugt und niht seltenere (im Abstand weniger hundert Megajahre) und um eineGr�o�senordnung st�arkere. Ein shwaher Sto�s, wie er unl�angst in R�ontgendaten vonM87 gefunden wurde, ist allerdings bei weitem zu shwah, um die H�au�gkeitspro�lebei gr�o�seren Radien zu beeinu�sen. Eine m�oglihe Erkl�arung der H�au�gkeitspro�lein M87 ist, da�s die Durhmishung des Gases anstatt durh den Sto�s selber durhdas Mitrei�sen von Gas durh aufsteigende Blasen relativistishen Gases angetriebenwird.Im Bilde von einem AGN getriebenen eÆzienten Mishens wird die Gr�o�se derRegion, innerhalb derer das gas durhmisht wird, durh die Energetik des AGN be-stimmt, die ben�otigt wird, ein ahes Entropiepro�l zu erreihen. Somit k�onnen wirdie den Mishungsradius und die Energetik miteinander verkn�upfen und die H�au�g-keitspro�le als Indikator f�ur diesen Prozess verwenden. Mittels dieser Methode ver-5



Zusammenfassungkn�upfen wir die EÆzienz der Heizung des Gases und das Mishen der Metalle mitein-ander. Angewandt auf M87 ergibt sih eine zeitgemittelte Heizleistung des AGN vonwenigen 1043 ergs=s, was von derselben Gr�o�senordnung ist wie die Energieverlustedes Gases durh Strahlung. Dieses Ergebnis unterst�utzt die Idee, da�s das Heizen desGases durh AGNs in Galaxienhaufen die K�uhlungsverluste des Gases ausgleihenkann und gleihzeitig Metalle innerhalb einer Region von � 20-100 kp umverteilenkann.Die oben beshriebenen Projekte wurden in Zusammenarbeit mit E. Churazov,K. Dolag, V. Springel, A. Vikhlinin, E. Rudometkin, W. Forman und H. B�ohringerdurhgef�uhrt.
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SummaryClusters of galaxies are the largest self-gravitationally bound systems in the Universe.Their sizes are of order of Megaparses and masses � 1014 � 1015 solar masses. Thelusters are formed by mergers of smaller strutures and they exist in a relativelynearby Universe (redhshifts z < 1� 2). The main omponents of lusters are stars,hot di�used gas and dark matter. They are bound together in a gravitational wellmainly provided by dark matter. Hot di�used gas, also alled Intra-Cluster Medium(ICM), is the main onstituent of baryons in lusters. This gas has a temperatureof 107 � 108 K and the density of 10�2 � 10�4 m�3. Due to bremsstrahlungradiation from the ICM rih lusters are powerful soures of X-rays and today theyare intensively studied by spae X-ray observatories.The ICM morphology is diretly related to the luster evolutionary stage. In arelaxed lusters, the ICM distribution is more or less spherially symmetri. Often insuh lusters we see a bright ore, made of relatively ool gas (Te � 1�3 keV), whihis formed by gradual ooling and ompression of ICM. But high spatial resolutionimages also show omplex substruture in lusters ores, inluding suh phenomena asX-ray avities, old fronts and hot spots. X-ray avities are formed by the expansionof relativisti plasma from AGN jets in the ICM, while old fronts are thought to beaused by the di�erential motions of ool and hot gas lumps (e.g. following a lustermerger). These observations suggest that the hydrodynamis in luster's entralregions needs to be investigated in detail.An open question is what happens to the ool gas in luster. This gas an loosemost of its thermal energy in short time (� 108 years) beause of radiative ooling.However very old gas (< 1 keV) is not observed in the ores of rih lusters. Aplausible explanation is that heating by AGN in a entral massive galaxy quenhesthe gas ooling. Usually it is assumed that when AGN jet enounters the ambientICM, the shok heats and blows up loal ICM. This way bubbles (X-ray avities)full of relativisti plasma are formed. Later bubbles are lifted subsonially in agravitational well of a luster by buoyany fore. When bubbles are rising, theyexpand and do work on the ICM. Via suh proess an AGN jet ould provide energyto keep ICM temperature above the 1 keV. However there are many unertainties inthis piture, e.g. duty yle of AGN ativity, thermal ondutivity in ool gas, gasmixing, et.In our �rst projet (Chapter 3) the impat of thermal ondution on a old gaseousloud moving through hotter luster ICM is onsidered (old front). In real lustersold fronts are observed as sharp jumps of the surfae brightness, temperature and7



Summarydensity of the ICM. The jump (interfae) itself is often very narrow. In some lusters(e.g. A3667), the width of the interfae is even smaller than the mean free path inthe gas. This implies that the transport proesses aross the interfae are suppressed(perhaps by magneti �elds).Here we onsider an evolution of the interfae between a old gaseous loud and ahotter gas owing over the loud. Starting with the basi hydrodynamis equationswith thermal ondution, we argue that near the stagnation point of the ow there isan interfae layer with onstant thikness �, where � is of order �pkR=U , whereR is the urvature radius of the loud, U is the veloity of the ow at in�nity, andk is the ondutivity of the gas. The semi-analyti alulations show that even ifthe initial interfae width is di�erent from �, it will quikly evolve to a stable valuewhih just depend on the k, R and U . The time sale needed to form stable interfaeis � R=U . Above arguments are well on�rmed by the subsequent SPH numerialsimulations. Combining the results of an analyti solution and numerial simulations,we an derive the interfae width:�r � 40� Æ0:5� f 0:5T 5=45 R0:5300U�0:51400N�0:50:002 kp; (0.2)where the fator Æ � 0:5 aounts for all departures introdued by the approxima-tions; f is the oeÆient by whih the Spitzer thermal ondutivity is suppressed;T5 = T5 keV , R300 = R300 kp , U1400 = U1400 kms�1 , and N0:002 = ne2�10�3 m�3 . By this re-lation the e�etive thermal ondutivity in ICM ould be easily estimated based onobserved parameters. For the old front in luster A3667, the interfae width is � 5kp, so the suppression fator f is � 0:015. The formation time is � 108 years, whihis muh shorter than the harateristi time sale for luster merger (109 years). Onethe layer is formed, its thikness only slowly varies with time. Beause thermal on-dutivity is suppressed, the whole old loud in A3667 ould persist for a long timeagainst the evaporation by ambient hot ICM.In a seond projet we tried to onstrain AGN energetis in M87 galaxy through themodeling of the ICM abundane pro�le. In X-ray spetra of lusters many emissionlines from heavy elements are observed. By measuring the ratio of line uxes toontinuum the abundane of heavy elements an be determined. E.g. the abundaneof iron in ICM an be well estimated through the 6.7 keV line of He-like iron. Ironis produed in stars and released into ICM by stellar wind and supernova explosion.The resulting abundane distribution should then reet the distribution of optiallight from stars in the galaxy and the ICM density distribution. Suh abundanepro�le should be highly peaked at the luster's D galaxy. But in observations theiron abundane pro�le appears muh broader. This implies the existene of somemehanism whih transports iron from luster enter to outer regions.In entral regions of lusters, when jet from AGN enounters the ICM, the gas isheated and its entropy inreases. This auses onvetion in ICM and high entropy,high abundane gas moves from the ore to larger radii. We applied this toy model8



Summaryto M87. First, we alulated the gas entropy pro�le after the propagation of an AGNdriven shok (for di�erent parameters of an outburst whih aused the shok). Theresulting pro�le show that for the outburst energy of 5 � 1056 � 5 � 1058 ergs andthe outburst duration � 2 � 105 � 2 � 107 years the M87 entropy pro�le will beinverted. Entropy in the entral region (r < 10 kp) will beome higher than furtherout. So the entral gas will move to larger radii and eventually new pro�le will beformed with the monotoni (non-dereasing with radius) gas entropy. At the sametime these gas motions ause redistribution of heavy elements over radius.The resulting pro�les show that a single shok an smeared out the entral abun-dane peak and mix the gas within entral � 6 kp region. For M87, its entralabundane is not peaked. So the absene of a very strong abundane peak at thevery enter of M87 suggests that the entral AGN produes frequent (every few 10Myr) and relatively weak outbursts, rather than rarer (every few 100 Myr) and anorder of magnitude more powerful events. However a weak shok, reently found inM87 X-ray data, is by far too weak to a�et the abundane pro�le at larger radii. Apossible explanation for the M87 abundane pro�le is that the gas mixing is drivenby the entrainment of the gas by buoyant bubbles of relativisti plasma, rather thanby the shok itself.In a piture of eÆient mixing driven by an AGN, the size of the region wherethe gas is mixed is set by the energeti of the AGN, needed to make a at entropypro�le. So we an link the mixing radius and energetis and use abundane pro�leas a proxy for this proess. By this method, we link the gas heating eÆieny andmetal mixing together. Applied to M87, the derived time-averaged AGN heatingpower is few 1043 ergs=s, whih is of the the same order as the gas radiative oolinglosses. This result supports the idea that the gas heating by AGNs in lusters anompensate the gas ooling losses and at the same time redistribute metals throughthe �20-100 kp region.Above projets have been done in ollaboration with E. Churazov, K. Dolag,V. Springel, A. Vikhlinin, E. Rudometkin, W. Forman and H. B�ohringer.
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1 IntrodutionAbstratIn this hapter we provide the relevant bakground for this thesis.Clusters of galaxies with masses up to few 1015 M� are the largest gravitationallybound objets in the Universe. Aording to the widely aepted hierarhial modelof struture formation the largest strutures are formed by mergers of smaller (lessmassive) objets. Massive lusters are therefore expeted to appear in the Universeonly \reently" (redhshifts z < 1 � 2) and their number is very sensitive to theosmologial parameters, suh the amplitude of primordial utuations and dynamisof the Universe expansion whih is in turn related to dark energy and dark matterontent of the Universe.Three major onstituents make a galaxy luster: stars (readily observable in brightoptial galaxies), hot X-ray emitting gas (observed with modern X-ray spae obser-vatories) and dark matter (indiretly observed through its inuene on galaxies andgas). It is believed that in lusters the mass frations of baryons (stars and gas) andthe dark matter are representative for the Universe as a whole. Stars is the leastmassive omponent out of three, making only few % of the luster mass, while hotgas and dark matter aount for 10%-15% and � 75% respetively. Sine the darkmatter an not be seen diretly we have to use other omponents to determine mainparameters of a luster (suh as e.g. total mass). In partiular instrumental areX-ray observations of the hot gas, whih are used to aurately map the mass pro�leof a luster. This hot gas is a fully ionized plasma with the temperature of tens ofmillions degrees and the density 10�2 � 10�4 partiles per m3, whih emits radia-tion primarily through bremsstrahlung and exitation/reombination lines of heavyelements.While we are on�dent that the parameters of lusters determined from optialand X-ray data are broadly orret, there are a number observed phenomena ingalaxy lusters whih are yet to be explained and a number of parameters yet to bemeasured. For instane we do not fully understand if radiative ooling of the gas inthe entral regions of lusters is ompensated by some soures of energy (e.g. fromthe ativity of supermassive blak holes). We also do not know what are the valuesof suh fundamental harateristi of the luster plasma as thermal ondutivity orvisosity. In our researh we disuss two simple theoretial models aimed at:� evaluating thermal ondutivity in the gas using X-ray observations of sharp11



1 Introdutionfeatures in the surfae brightness distribution of X-ray emission (so alled \oldfronts")� estimating the energetis of the feedbak from the supermassive blak holesthrough its inuene on the distribution of heavy elements in the hot gas.The bakground about luster and the related phenomena to our model will beintrodued as below in detail.1.1 Observations of luster of galaxies1.1.1 Optial observationsCluster of galaxies were �rst found in optial observations as high density of galaxiesin small areas on the sky (Wolf, 1906) (e.g. Fig 1.1 right). First atalogues of lusterswere established by alulating the number of galaxies within given area. E.g. Abell(1958) is a wildly used atalogue of lusters. Its riteria is as the follows: at least50 galaxies whose magnitude range m3 to m3 + 2 are loated in a irle of radiusRA == 1:7=z ar minutes, where m3 is the magnitude of the third brightest galaxyand z is the luster redshift estimated from these galaxies. The red shift of lusterin Abell atalogue is (0:02 � z � 0:20). In the past mainly the low redshift lusterswere studied beause of the limitations of the existing telesopes.Today many more atalogs of lusters exist, many of them ontaining lusters withmuh larger redshifts than were present in Abell atalog.1.1.2 X-ray observationsX-ray emission of a luster was observed at �rst in 1966 (Byram et al. 1966). FirstX-ray observations of galaxy lusters were arried out by instruments on roketsand balloon. The major advane in X-ray studies ame with the Uhuru satellitethe �rst x-ray observatory in spae, whih made a omplete survey of the sky inX-rays and showed that lusters of galaxies are bright extragalati X-ray soureswith luminosity � 1043 � 1045erg=s. In 1978 Einstein observatory beame the �rstimaging X-ray observatory whih had the sensitivity orders of magnitude higher thanthat for any previous X-ray detetor. Einstein observatory produed new majorsurveys of X-ray emission from lusters. Today we have two major operating X-ray observatories in spae - XMM-Newton(Fig 1.2) and Chandra(Fig 1.3). Theyhave muh better angular and energy resolution than previous observatories. Themain instruments on Chandra are 'Advaned CCD Imaging Spetrometer(ACIS)','High Resolution Camera(HRC)', 'High Energy Transmission Grating(HETG)', 'LowEnergy Transmission Grating(LETG)'. And the X-ray instruments on XMM are'European Photon Imaging Camera(EPIC)' inluding 'Metal Oxide Semi-ondutor12



1.1 Observations of luster of galaxies

Figure 1.1: X-ray(left) and optial(right) images of luster Abell 2029(X-ray:NASA/CXC/UCI/A.Lewis et al. Optial: Pal.Obs. DSS, sale:4 armin on aside) Table 1.1: XMM Instruments Performaneinstruments MOS pn RGSEnergy Range 0:15 � 12kev 0:15 � 15kev 0:35 � 2:5kevSensitivity 10�14 a 10�14 a 8� 10�5Field Of View 30' 30' 5'Angular resolution 6\ 5\ -Time resolution 1.5ms 0.03 ms 16 msSpetral resolution�E 70 eV 80 eV 1.25 ev a unit:ergs�1m�2b unit:ountss�1m�2keV �1 at 0.5 keVCCD arrays(MOS)' and 'pn CCDs(pn)' and 'Reetion Grating Spetrometer(RGS)'.Their properties are as follows (Str�uder et al. 2001, Turner et al. 2001, den Herderet al. 2001,http:// xmm.esa.esa.int; http:// www.handra.harvard.edu):X-ray emission in luster is due to hot di�use gas (with temperature 107K �108K). This hot gas ontains main fration of baryons in luster. It is also alledIntra-Cluster Medium (ICM). The spatial distribution of hot gas reet the gravita-tional potential of the luster and is also onneted with the evolution of the luster.13



1 Introdution Table 1.2: Chandra Instruments Performaneinstruments ACIS HRC HETG LETGEnergy Range 0:2 � 10kev 0:1 � 10kev 0:5 � 10kev 0:08 � 6nmSensitivity 4� 10�15 a 4� 10�15 a - -Field Of View 1Æ 31' - -Angular resolution 0.5\ 0.5\ - -Time resolution - 16�s - -Spetral resolutionE=�E 20 � 50 - 60 � 1000 30 � 2000a unit:ergs�1m�2 in 105s

Figure 1.2: The Chandra image(http:// handra.harvard.edu/ resoures/ illus-trations/ art illus1.html)The X-ray images show diretly the ICM's density distribution in a luster.Another kind of information that X-ray data provide is spetra (e.g. Fig1.4). X-ray spetra of lusters inlude the ontinuum and emission lines. The ontinuum anbe well �tted by an optially thin bremsstrahlung emission model (Mushotzky et al.1978). The emissivity of bremsstrahlung is:"ff = 25�e63me3 ( 2�3mek )1=2z2nenigff (z; Tg; �)T�1=2g exp(� h�kTg ) (1.1)14



1.1 Observations of luster of galaxies

Figure 1.3: The XMM struture(http:// xmm.esa.esa.int/ external/xmm user support/ doumentation/ tehnial/ Spaeraft/ index.shtml)Here the Tg is gas temperature; ne and ni are the number densities of eletrons andions respetively; z is the harge of the ion and gff is Gaunt fator, whih is of order of� 1, h is the Plank onstant, � is the frequeny of x-ray emission, k is the Boltzmannonstant. Through spetra �tting, the properties of ICM an be determined suh astemperature, density and abundane of heavy elements (Mithell et al. 1979, Sarazin& Bahall 1977).In addition to the ontinuum, bright emission lines are observed in luster's x-rayspetra. The '7keV Fe line was observed �rst in 1976 (Mithell et al. 1976) andidenti�ed with the k� line of strongly ionized iron. Nowadays the k� lines of the O,15



1 Introdution

Figure 1.4: X-ray spetrum of the Perseus lusterMg, Si, S, Ar, Ca, Fe and k� are observed (Fig 1.5). Emission lines ould providedetailed information on ICM properties. E.g., By lines' redshift, the redshift oflusters ould be measured. The luster RX J1053.7+5735 is the �rst luster whosered shift(z = 1:14) measured in X-rays before it was obtained from optial data(Hashimoto et al. 2004). Ratio of lines' strength is a useful indiator of a plasmatemperature and of the presene of multi-temperature omponents. In partiular,the existene of a ool gas (T � 105K) was ruled out by line �tting in some lusters(Peterson et al. 2003) (Fig 1.6).1.1.3 Radio observationsRadio emission of galaxy luster mainly omes from the synhrotron radiation ofrelativisti eletrons (109 keV ) in lusters' magneti �eld � �Gauss (Miley 1980).Typially measured frequeny is around GHz and ux is 100 � 1000 mJy orre-sponding to the magneti �eld �Gauss(Miley 1980). The radio spetra are powerlaws: I� / ���, whih means the energy spetrum of relativisti eletrons also is apower law. The radio spetra in lusters are usually steep (alpha > 1) (MHardy1979). By assuming an energy equi-partition between magneti �elds and relativis-16



1.1 Observations of luster of galaxies

Figure 1.5: The emission lines predited in isobari multi-phase ooling owmodel. The assumed maximum temperature is 6keV and abundane is 1/3 solarvalue (Peterson et al. 2003)ti plasma, the magneti �eld Bme and the minimum energy density (ume) an beinferred by following formula (e.g. Miley 1980):Bme = 5:69�10�5[1 + k� (1+z)3�� 1�x�yssin3=2�� F0�0 v�+1=22 � v�+1=21�+ 1=2 ℄2=7gauss (1.2)ume = 73B2me8� = 0:0928Bmeergm�3 (1.3)Here k is the energy ratio between ions and eletrons; � is the loal �lling fator ofrelativisti plasma; z is the redshift; � is spetral index; �x and �y (arse) is thesoure size; s(kp) is the thikness along the line of sight; � is the angle betweenthe magneti �eld and the line of sight; hsin�3=7�i � 1:5; F0(Jy) is the brightnessat frequeny �0(GHz), �1 and �2(GHz) are the upper and lower ut o� frequeniespresumed for the radio spetrum.In above formula some important parameters suh as threshold of energy spetraand the energy of relativisti heavy partiles an not be obtained from radio ob-servation. To get omplete properties, it is neessary to ombine radio observationwith the hard x-ray observation (e.g. Pfrommer & En�lin 2004, Petrosian 2004),whih originates from the inverse Compton sattering between relativisti partilesand osmi miro-wave bakground (CMB) (e.g. Nevalainen et al. 2004).Radio soures in lusters ould be ompat or extended. The ompat soureshave ompat ores (< 2kp) and are diretly assoiate with the galaxies in lusters.The jets from Ative Galaxy Nulei (AGN) are responsible for ompat soures. Ifthe host galaxy is moving rapidly in ICM, the jet will be distorted when interating17



1 Introdution

Figure 1.6: Comparison between X-ray spetra of the XMM-Newton RGS'data(blue), the empirial best �t model (red) and ooling ow model (green). The�gure reveals that in ooling ow model the emission lines from the omponentwith lowest temperature will be over-produed. (Peterson et al. 2003)
18



1.2 Cluster's mass

Figure 1.7: The radio image (green and maroon) of Hydra A luster issuperposed on its Chandra X-ray image (pink, and blue. Credit: X-ray:NASA/CXC/SAO; Radio: NRAOwith ICM. These soures are alled \head-tail\. Provided that the density of ICM isknown through the x-ray observation, the veloity of galaxy an be estimated (e.g.Miley et al. 1972).The extended soure an be lassi�ed as radio lobe (Fig 1.7) and radio halo (Fig1.8). Radio lobes are usually onneted by jets with an AGN. They are formedby relativisti plasma of jets expanding in ICM (e.g.Miley 1980). In Chandra andXMM's x-ray images, x-ray dark regions (avities) have been found to overlap withthe radio lobes, e.g. in Perseus (Fabian et al. 2002), Hydra A (Fig 1.7, MNamaraet al. 2000).A radio halo is muh larger than radio lobe but less bright (e.g. Hanish 1982). InX-ray observations, the luster with a radio halo has often signs of a reent merger,e.g. disturbed appearane or double omponent in enter (e.g. Govoni et al. 2004).So the radio halos are thought to originate from the lusters' merger. The relativistipartiles are thought to be aelerated by merger shok and turbulene.1.2 Cluster's massThere are several ways to estimate the mass of a luster from observation. Fromoptial observation, the veloity dispersion of member galaxies an be measured.19



1 Introdution

Figure 1.8: Chandra temperature map(olor) overlaid with radio ontours forluster A520 (Markevith et al. 2005).Then the total mass of the luster an be estimated though the following:Mtot = 3RG�2rG = 7� 1014M�� �r1000km=s�2� RGMp� (1.4)Here, RG � 1Mp and ould be estimate from radius inluding most of galaxies(Limber & Mathews 1960), �r = h(vr � hvri)2i 12 is the radial veloity dispersion ofgalaxies and G is the gravitational onstant. Mtot of a rih luster is � 1015MJand the optial luminosity of lusters is � 1013LJ. The ratio of mass to luminosityis � 100MJ=LJ, whih is a hundred times that of star and tens of times thatof galaxies (Faber & Gallagher 1979). The mass-luminosity ratio implies that largepart of ontent in luster is optially invisible. Gravitational lensing is another usefulmethod to measure the luster mass using optial observations.Another way to alulate a luster mass is through X-ray observations. When as-suming that the ICM is in the hydrostati equilibrium between pressure gradient andgravity, the luster's mass distribution an be measured by following (e.g. Fabriantet al. 1980): Mtot(< r) = �kBTr2G�mp �d(ln(ne))dr + d(ln(T ))dr � (1.5)Mtot, ne, T are the total mass within the radius(r), the number density of eletronsand the temperature respetively. The results from all three methods often agree20



1.3 Formation of lustersat large radii, but sometimes disagree in the enters (e.g. Miralda-Esude & Babul1995, Wu & Fang 1997). The reason of this di�erene is not lear. The high spatialresolution observations of Chandra and XMM indiate that the struture of lusterenter is more ompliate than the spherial symmetry. In luster's enters exist thex-ray avities, old loud, hot spot and so on. So the hydrodynamis there need tobe investigated in detail.1.3 Formation of lustersIn the senario of osmi hierarhial struture formation e.g. Press & Shehter1974), the osmi struture originated from the growth of utuations in dark matter.Initially the dark matter distribution is almost uniform, but with small utuationsof over-density (4�� � 10�5 at sales of degrees at a redshift z � 1000). Due to grav-ity these utuations grow bigger and bigger, beome nonlinear and form virializeddark matter halos. The mass of dark matter halo is determined by length sale ofutuations. The mass of luster is � 1015MJ and orrespondingly omes from theutuations of several Mp. The baryons, after deoupling from the photons, willfall into gravitational well provided by dark halo. With the release of gravitationalenergy, the gas will be heated to 107 � 108K. In smaller dark halos the gas ools andform stars (i.e. galaxies). These galaxies also fall to the luster potential well. So inoptial observation we an found the galaxies lustered in several Mp. Numerialsimulations of reent years have represented suh a senario(Springel et al. 2005a,Springel 2005b, Borgani et al. 2004)(Fig1.9, Fig1.10).After the luster is formed, the evolution of the ICM remains omplex. The ICMwill sink to luster enter if the gas is able to ool (e.g. Fabian 1994). The evolutionof luster galaxies also are oupled with the evolution of luster. The AGN, starformation and so on in galaxies an provide energy to prevent ICM ooling. Theativities in lusters suh as luster merger an impat on the star formation ingalaxies. Various of hydro-dynamial phenomena appear in this stage.1.4 Properties of ICMThe main ontent of baryons in luster is ICM, aounting for 90% of all baryons(David et al. 1990). For the hot gas, the X-ray luminosity is 1043 � 1045erg=s, thetemperature is 107 � 108K and density is 10�2 � 10�4=m3. At large sales, theX-ray images of lusters are often relatively symmetri. It's often assumed that theluster is spherially symmetri or at least has ellipsoidal shape. Often the brightness,temperature and density pro�les with radius are used to haraterize the propertiesof ICM. 21



1 Introdution

Figure 1.9: The largest strutures disovered in 2DF galaxy survey (W. Shaapet al., 2dF Galaxy Redshift Survey, sale:redshift z � 0:1)1.4.1 X-ray brightness distributionThe spatial distribution of projeted brightness with radius in luster an be well �tby a � model: I(R) = I 1 + �Rr�2!�3�+ 12 (1.6)Although � model performs well in many ases, for some luster with speiallyhigh entral brightness the double beta model is neessary:I(R) = I1 1 + �Rr1�2!�3�1+ 12 + I2 1 + �Rr2�2!�3�2+ 12 : (1.7)This model is espeially useful when dealing with ool ore lusters, having a peakof the surfae brightness in the enter (Fig 1.11).From X-ray observations lusters an be divided into two lasses by brightnessdistribution : regular and irregular (Forman & Jones 1982, Jones & Forman 1984).In irregular luster the spatial distribution of X-ray brightness has several peaks. Theirregular lusters are onsidered as dynamially young and not relaxed. A regularluster (e.g. Fig 1.1(left)) shows simpler morphology. The brightness distributionis smooth and has a strong peak in enter. The regular luster also has high X-ray22



1.4 Properties of ICM

Figure 1.10: The large-sale �laments produed in numerial simulation: Thesimulation is performed in a model with old dark matter and dark energy(
M = 30%,
� = 70%). The box size is 43 Mp. The simulation begins atredshift z is 30 and the large sale struture does not hange muh after z � 0:5.(Simulations were performed at the National Center for Superomputer Applia-tions by Andrey Kravtsov (The University of Chiago) and Anatoly Klypin (NewMexio State University). Visualizations by Andrey Kravtsov.)luminosity, temperature and galaxy veloity dispersion. The fration of spiral galaxyin regular luster is lower (Bahall 1977).1.4.2 Cool ore lustersAording to the temperature and density distributions in entral regions, lustersan also be lassi�ed into lusters with 'ool ore' (Fig 1.13 left) or without 'oolore'(Fig 1.13 right). The lusters without 'ool ore' have a relative at tempera-ture and density distribution in the enter. The 'ool ore' lusters have instead adense and ool gas in enter(Fig 1.14). In X-rays ool ore lusters show a strongentral peak of the surfae brightness brightness (Fig 1.1 left). The brightest lustergalaxy (BCG) usually lies very lose to the loation of the peak in the X-ray surfaebrightness distribution. 23



1 Introdution

Figure 1.11: The examples of luster's brightness distribution �tted with �model and double � model. The single � model: dashed line; the double �model: solid line. The dotted lines show the two omponent of the double �models.(Ettori 2000)

Figure 1.12: The density, temperature and abundane distributions in thePerseus luster. (Churazov et al. 2003)
24



1.4 Properties of ICMThe ool gas in the enter of ool ore lusters ould appear due to the ICMradiative ooling. A model of a 'ooling ow' was developed to desribe a pro-ess of gradual gas ooling in a luster potential (e.g. Fabian,1994). The radiationmehanism in ICM is thermal bremsstrahlung, so the emitting power per volume isj(T; ne) � 2:4� 10�27T�1=2n2e erg=s=m3, where T is temperature and ne is eletrondensity (e.g. Raymond et al. 1976). The ooling time for ICM an be written as3ntkBT2j(T;ne) , where nt is total partile density of ICM. For the typial ICM parametersin the ool ore lusters the ooling time is of order 108 � 109 years. In the oolingow model the gas ools and sinks to luster entral region. The model predits theexistene of a ool/warm gas (< 106K) in very enter of a luster. But reent obser-vations plae tight limits on the presene of suh gas ( e.g. Peterson et al. 2003)(Fig1.6). So some soure of energy is thought to be present in luster enters to preventgas from ooling to low temperatures. The most popular model today is heating dueto AGN ativity, although details of this proess are not yet well understood.1.4.3 The distribution of iron in ICMThe iron in the ICM is deteted through the iron X-ray emission lines (in partiular6.7 keV line of He-like iron) in the lusters' X-ray spetra. The spatial distribution ofiron in luster an be derived through spetra �tting for di�erent regions, e.g.(Sanderset al. 2004)(Fig 1.15). The 6.7 keV line is so bright that iron distribution is oftenmeasured with higher preision than the distribution of other elements. It is foundthat the distribution of iron depends on the luster type: in luster without a oolore, the distribution of iron is at (Fig 1.16); in luster with a ool ore, there isa entral abundane peak of Fe abundane up to 1.5-2 solar (De Grandi & Molendi2001, B�ohringer et al. 2004) (Fig 1.17).The iron is produed by various stellar generations in luster and released bysupernova explosions and stellar winds. From the distribution of iron and otherelements (O, Mg) with radius one an evaluate the role of various mehanisms forenrihment of the ICM. Using the notion that O, Mg are produed by SN II, whileiron is produed e�etively by SNIa it was found that in out region of luster heavyelements are mainly produed by SN II; in inner region the SN II's ontribution onlyamounts to 10% and the rest is mainly produed by SN Ia (e.g. Finoguenov et al.2002).The prodution of iron in the enters of ool ore lusters is believed to be due tothe entral luster galaxy. Therefore the distribution of produed iron should followthe optial light distribution in luster, whih is highly peaked at the entral galaxy.The transportation of produed iron ould be due to the gas motions. For noneooling ore luster, a reently merger ould ause a uniform mixing of iron up to alarge distane from the enter. For a ooling ore lusters, B�ohringer(2004) inferredthat several Gyears are needed to form the entral abundane peak in these lusters.25



1 Introdution

Figure 1.13: The abundane map of Perseus luster. The unertainty is 0.04solar abundane in the enter and 0.08 solar abundane in outer region (Sanderset al. 2004)
This requires that the luster didn't experiene a merger during this period. Howeverthe observed width of the abundane distribution is is muh broader than optiallight peak in luster. This point an be explain well by di�usion of iron aused bystohasti gas motions in ICM (Rebuso et.al 2005, 2006). Reent observations alsorevealed that the high abundane gas is aompanied with the AGN jet in lusterM87 (Simionesu et al. 2008). In this Thesis we desribe a simple model of irontransportation in the ICM due to gas motions indue by AGN jets.26



1.4 Properties of ICM

Figure 1.14: Projeted abundane pro�les lusters without ooling ore, Clus-ters are related to symbols as follows : r180. A119 (lozenges), A754 (rossedsquares), A2256 (irles), A2319 ( �lled triangles), A3266 (open triangles), A3376(stars), A3627 (rosses), and Coma (squares).(De Grandi & Molendi 2001)

Figure 1.15: The abundane distribution(in unite of solar value) of four lusters:M87/Virgo, Perseus, Centaurus and A1795.(B�ohringer et al. 2004)
27



1 Introdution1.5 The buoyant bubble by AGN jetObservations have shown that AGN ativity has a strong impat on the ICM. Out-ows of relativisti plasma from AGNs inates in the ICM large avities whih arenow routinely found in many lusters with ool ores. In Chandra and XMM's im-ages, X-ray avities have been found to oinide with the radio lobes. So the radiolobes are also alled 'radio bubble'(Fig 1.21). Suh avities, �lled with relativis-ti plasma are buoyant and they rise in the gravitational potential of lusters (e.g.Churazov et al. (2001)).It is also found that a lot of radio lobes are smaller than orresponding x-ray avi-ties. This is easily explained by the energy loss of relativisti eletrons through radioemission, inverse Compton sattering with Cosmi Miro-wave Bakground(CMB)and oulomb ollision with ion. The power of synhrotron radiation is in proportionto square of partile's energy. The radio spetrum index will beome steeper andsteeper with time. And the radio soure will fade in short time� 108years(Heinz etal. 2002). After they fade, the energy loss beomes small(Xiang et al. 2004)(Fig1.22). Beause there exist large amount of relativisti partiles with relatively lowenergy, the avity will not shrink for long time. They are also alled 'ghost bub-ble'(Clarke et al. 2005).Another important impat of AGN jet to ICM is that the ool gas in luster enterwill be entrained in buoyant bubble. When buoyant bubble lifts, the entral ool gaswill be transported to large radius in luster. In the Perseus luster HI� �laments arefound to relate to radio bubble (Fabian et al. 2003) (Fig 1.23). The neutral hydrogengas emitting HI� usually exists in the enter of galaxy. The HI� �laments in Perseusare thought to be the traer of bubble transportation. Espeially, the entral oolgas is very high abundane. The luster's abundane distribution will be hangedompletely by radio bubble form AGN jet.1.6 Mergers of lusters and old frontsIn hierarhial model of osmi struture evolution, the massive strutures are formedby merger of substrutures. Merging lusters have indeed been observed (e.g. Fig1.18). E.g. in Abell 2163, the galaxies learly form two sub-lusters; the lusterhas disturbed X-ray morphology and radio bright regions - typial harateristis ofmerging lusters (Arnaud et al. 1992, Markevith & Vikhlinin 2001, Maurogordatoet al. 2008).Hydrodynami simulations (e.g. Rithie & Thomas 2002) revealed that the turbu-lene aused by luster merging is so big that it an disrupt the ooling ow (oolingore) in luster. For an equal mass merger (major merger), the ooling ores of bothsub-lusters will be disrupted and mixed ompletely. For the ase when a sub-lustermergers with a muh bigger luster (minor merger), the ooling ore of major luster28



1.6 Mergers of lusters and old fronts

Figure 1.16: The simulation demonstrates that radio-emitting high-energyplasma from AGN jet impats on the ambient ICM, forms radio bubble andthen evolves in ICM. The pitures shows gas temperature map at �ve stage: 0,8.4,21,42, and 67Myr in simulation. The box size is 40 � 20kp. The enter ofluster is at the bottom of box.(Churazov et al. 2001)

Figure 1.17: The energy density evolution of radio emitting plasma in ICM.The solid line present the energy density of relativisti eletrons. The dashed linestands for energy density of relativisti ions. In alulation it is assumed thatmagneti �eld is 50�G, the energy density of CMB is 10�14ergm�3, the eletronnumber density of ICM is 0:01m�3 and the radio emitting plasma is mixed withthe ICM. For radio emitting plasma, the partiles distribute as a power lawrange from 0.001erg to 5erg. The spetrum index is �2:5. The number densityof relativisti eletrons is 3:3 � 10�7m�3. And at the beginning, the energy ofrelativisti ions is the same with that of eletrons.(Xiang et al. 2004) 29



1 Introdution

Figure 1.18: The H� image(ontours) of Perseus Cluster enter: The image isoverlapped with the smoothed x-ray image, whih is set to emphasis the risingbubble. The piture shows that the H� �lament is orrelated to the trae ofbubble moving.(Fabian et al. 2003)an be destroyed and the ooling ore of sub luster an survive.In merging, the ool loud of the sub-luster will move through the ICM of themain luster. Its veloity will be omparable to the veloity of luster galaxies. Suhlouds have been observed in merging lusters(e.g. Fig 1.19). They are haraterizedby a sharp disontinuities in the surfae brightness. The gas on bright side is muholder than ambient ICM (e.g. Fig 1.20). The boundary between old gas andICM is very sharp and in some ase its width is omparable to loal mean free path(Vikhlinin et al. 2001). So these louds are alled old fronts in galaxy lusters.Cold fronts are also found in lusters without signs of merging (Ghizzardi et al.2007). So their origins are still under debate. Nevertheless it is believed that di�er-ential gas motion is essential feature of most old fronts. In our work, we perform thesimulations that a hot gas ow over a older gravitationally bound gas loud withthermal ondution and investigate the impat of thermal ondution and evapora-tion on interfae of old front.
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1.6 Mergers of lusters and old fronts

Figure 1.19: The images of merging galaxy luster Abell 1750: In left panel,the ontours of the X-ray brightness (by XMM) are superposed on DSS optialimage of the luster. Two peaks in x-ray apparently lie in north (A1750 N) andsouth (A1750 C). In right panel, the X-ray brightness ontours are plotted overthe ICM temperature map by XMM. Blue is old and red is hot. Irregular hotspots assoiated with A1750 C. (E. Belsole, CEA-Salay (Frane) and ESA.
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1 Introdution

Figure 1.20: The old front observed in A3667: a 'bullet' moving toward south-west(Vikhlinin et al. 2001).
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1.6 Mergers of lusters and old fronts

Figure 1.21: The temperature distribution of old front in A3667(Vikhlinin etal. 2001)).
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2 On the width of old fronts inlusters of galaxies due toondution
Mon:Not:R:Astron:So:; 2007; 379; 1325F. Xiang, E. Churazov, K. Dolag, V. Springel, A. Vikhlinin

AbstratWe onsider the impat of thermal ondution in lusters of galaxies on theun-magnetized interfae between a old gaseous loud and a hotter gas owingover the loud (the so-alled old front). We argue that near the stagnationpoint of the ow ondution reates a spatially extended layer of onstantthikness �, where � is of order � pkR=U , and R is the urvature radius ofthe loud, U is the veloity of the ow at in�nity, and k is the ondutivityof the gas. For typial parameters of the observed fronts, one �nds � � R.The formation time of suh a layer is � R=U . One the layer is formed, itsthikness only slowly varies with time and the quasi-steady layer may persistfor many harateristi time sales. Based on these simple arguments one anuse the observed width of the old fronts in galaxy lusters to onstrain thee�etive thermal ondutivity of the intra-luster medium. 39



2 On the width of old fronts in lusters of galaxies due to ondution2.1 IntrodutionChandra observations of galaxy lusters often show sharp disontinuities in the sur-fae brightness of the hot intra-luster medium (ICM) emission (Markevith et al.,2000, Vikhlinin, Markevith, Murray, 2001, see Markevith & Vikhlinin 2007 for areview). Most of these strutures have lower temperature gas on the brighter (higherdensity) side of the disontinuity, ontrary to the expetation for non-radiative shoksin the ICM. Within the measurement unertainties, the pressure is ontinuous arossthese strutures, suggesting that they are ontat disontinuities rather than shoks.In the literature these strutures are now alled \old fronts".There are several plausible mehanisms responsible for the formation of suh oldfronts, all of them involving relative motion of the old and hot gases. Below wewill onsider the ase of a hot gas ow over a older gravitationally bound gas loud,whih is a prototypial model of a old front. In suh a situation one expets thatram pressure of the hotter gas strips the outer layers of the older loud, exposingdenser gas layers and forming a old front near the stagnation point of the hot ow(Markevith et al., 2000, Vikhlinin et al., 2001a, Bialek, Evrard and Mohr, 2002,Nagai & Kravtsov, 2003, Areman et al., 2003, Heinz et al., 2003, Asai, Fukuda &Matsumoto, 2004, 2007, Mathis et al., 2005, Tittley & Henriksen, 2005, Takizawa,2005, Asasibar & Markevith 2006) .Some of the observed old fronts are remarkably thin. For example, the width ofthe front in Abell 3667 (Vikhlinin et al., 2001a) is less than 5 kp, whih is omparableto the eletron mean free path. Given that the temperature hanges aross the frontby a fator of � 2, thermal ondution (if not suppressed) should strongly a�et thestruture of the front (e.g. Ettori & Fabian, 2000). In fat, suppression of ondutionby magneti �elds is likely to happen along the old front sine gas motions on bothsides of the interfae may produe preferentially tangential magneti �eld, e�etivelyshutting down the heat ux aross the front (e.g. Vikhlinin et al., 2001b, Narayan& Medvedev, 2001, Asai et al., 2004, 2005, 2007, Lyutikov 2006). While magneti�elds are hene likely to play an important role in shaping old fronts, it is stillinteresting to onsider the expeted struture of a old front in the idealized ase ofan unmagnetized plasma.The struture of this paper is as follows. In Setion 2, basi equations are listedand a toy model of a thermally broadened interfae between ool and hot gas isdisussed. In Setion 3, we present the results of numerial simulations of hot gasowing past a ooler gas loud. In Setion 4, we disuss how limits on the e�etiveondutivity an be obtained for the observed old fronts. Finally, we summarize our�ndings in Setion 5.40



2.2 Thermal ondution near the stagnation point of the ow2.2 Thermal ondution near the stagnation point ofthe ow2.2.1 Basi equationsWe parameterize the isotropi thermal ondutivity k ask = f � k0; (2.1)where f < 1 is the suppression oeÆient of the ondutivity relative to the ondu-tivity k0 of an unmagnetized plasma (Spitzer 1962, Braginskii 1965):k0 = 4:6� 1013� T108K�5=2 � ln�40 ��1 erg m�1 s�1 K�1; (2.2)where T is the gas temperature, and ln� is the Coulomb logarithm.If the sale length of temperature gradients is muh larger than the partile meanfree path, then saturation of the heat ux (Cowie & MKee, 1977) an be negletedand the evolution of the temperature distribution an be obtained by solving themass, momentum and energy onservation equations with the heat di�usion termr � krT in the energy equation (e.g. Landau & Lifshitz, 1959):���t +r � (�v) = 0; (2.3)�v�t + (v � r)v = �1�rp + g; (2.4)��t ��v22 + ��� = r � krT�r � �v�v22 + !� ; (2.5)where � is the gas density, p is the gas pressure, g is the gravitational aeleration,and v is the gas veloity. We adopt an ideal gas with  = 5=3, where � = 1�1 kBT�mp ,! = �1 kBT�mp , and p = ��mpkBT .In the next setion we �rst onsider the simpli�ed ase of passive salar di�usion ina time independent veloity ow, while in Setion 2.3 we disuss numerial solutionsof the above equations.2.2.2 Toy modelChurazov & Inogamov (2004) noted that the behaviour of a onduting layer inold fronts should be similar to the behaviour of a visous layer near a plate ornear the surfae of a blunt body (see e.g. Bathelor, 1967). When the uid isadveted along the surfae, the thikness of the layer grows in proportion to thesquare root of the advetion time. Near the stagnation point, the veloity of the ow41



2 On the width of old fronts in lusters of galaxies due to ondution

X

Figure 2.1: Examples of simple potential ows: uniform ow past a plate (left),ow into a 90 degree orner (middle) and ow past a sphere (right). Streamlinesare shown as thin solid lines. The shaded areas shematially indiate the widthof the layer formed by di�usion.42



2.2 Thermal ondution near the stagnation point of the owinreases linearly with the distane from the stagnation point and the harateristiadvetion time is approximately onstant. Therefore the thikness of the layer analso be approximately onstant. Below we provide a more rigorous justi�ation ofthis piture.Let us onsider the simple ase of di�usion of a passive salar  in a potential owof an inompressible uid. The di�usion oeÆient D is assumed to be onstant1and the veloity �eld is known and onstant with time. The di�usion equation� �t +r � (v )�D� = 0 (2.6)is supplemented by stati boundary onditions at the surfae of the body and atlarge distane from the body. For a steady state solution (� �t = 0) and for aninompressible uid (r � v = 0) the above equation redues tov � r �D� = 0: (2.7)In the simplest ase of a uniform ow along the \heated" plate (Fig. 2.1 left),vx = u = onst and vy = 0. At suÆiently large distane from the leading edge ofthe plate, the derivative �2 �2x an be negleted and equation (2.7) an be written asu� �x �D�2 �y2 = 0: (2.8)An obvious solution in the form  = f(y=px) is given by = ( 1 �  2) Erf �r u2Dxy�+  2; (2.9)where  2 and  1 are the values of the salar at the plate and at in�nity, respetively.The width of the interfae is therefore �y =q2Du x and it inreases with the distanex from the leading edge of the plate as px. Sine it takes a time t = x=u for the gasto ow from the edge of the plate to a given position x, the width of the di�usivelayer is simply � pDt =pDx=u.Consider now a potential ow into a 90 degrees orner (Fig. 2.1 middle), governedby the veloity potential � = Ar2 os 2� (see e.g. Lamb 1932, for various examplesof potential ows). Here r is the distane from the orner and � is angle from thehorizontal axis. In this ase the veloity omponents are vx = 2Ax and vy = �2Ay.An obvious solution to equation (2.7) is then = ( 1 �  2) Erf  rADy!+  2; (2.10)1We use the notation D in this setion for onstant di�usion oeÆient to distinguish it from thetemperature dependent heat ondutivity k. 43



2 On the width of old fronts in lusters of galaxies due to ondutionwith the width y =qDA of the interfae being independent of x. The reason for thisbehaviour is lear: the aeleration of the (inompressible) uid along the interfaeauses a ontration of the uid elements perpendiular to the diretion of the ael-eration. While di�usion is trying to make the interfae broader, the motion of theuid towards the interfae ompensates for the broadening of the interfae, and asteady state is reahed (Fig. 2.1 middle).The potential ow past a ylinder or sphere behaves qualitatively similar (Fig. 2.1right). Indeed, in the viinity of the stagnation point (for � � 1), the radial andtangential omponents an be written as (ow is from the right to the left, angle isounted lokwise from the �x diretion):vr = �U �1� R2r2 � os � � �2U �Rv� = U �1 + R2r2 � sin � � 2U �R; (2.11)for a ylinder and vr = �U �1� R3r3 � os � � �3U �Rv� = U �1 + R32r3� sin � � 32U �R (2.12)for a sphere. Here U is the veloity at in�nity, R is the radius of the ylinder orsphere, � = r � R and � = R sin �.In the same approximation as for the ases disussed above (where the spatialderivative of  along � is negleted) the di�usion equation redues to� vr � �r �D�2 �r2 = 0; (2.13)and the width of the interfae over the radius is set by the di�usion oeÆient D andthe oeÆient C in the relation vr = �C�, yielding�r �r2DC = 8>><>>: qDRU ylinderq23DRU sphere: (2.14)In this ase the width of the interfae is also onstant along the surfae of the ylinderor sphere (Fig. 2.1 right).One an also onsider a loser analogue of a ow past a spherial loud by extendingthe solution for a potential ow into the inner part of the ylinder or sphere, as44



2.3 Numerial simulationsillustrated in Fig. 2.1. In this model there is a irulation ow of gas inside the loud,and the tangential omponent of the veloity is ontinuous aross the boundary whilethe normal omponent is zero at the boundary. We an further allow for di�erentdensities �1 and �2 outside and inside of the boundary if all veloities inside are saledby a fator p�1=�2. The resulting on�guration an be onsidered as an idealized(and unstable) analogue of a hot ow past a older loud in the absene of gravity(see also Heinz et al., 2003). Allowing di�erent di�usion oeÆients D1 and D2 inthe ow outside and inside the boundary, and requiring the solution  and its spatialderivative to be ontinuous aross the interfae, yields the following solution in theviinity of the stagnation point: = ( 1 �  m) Erf  r C12D1 (r � r0)!+  m outside; = ( m �  2) Erf  r C22D2 (r � r0)!+  m; inside m =  1 +  2D2D1 C1C21 + D2D1 C1C2 :Here r0 is the radius of the boundary,  1 and  2 are the values far from the inter-fae, C2 = C1p�1=�2, and C1 = 2U=R for a ylinder or C1 = 3U=R for a sphere,respetively. The width of the interfae is again onstant along the boundary.The same answer is obviously valid for any idealized ow of this type: near thestagnation point the width of the \heated" layer does not hange along the surfae ofthe body. Real old fronts are of ourse muh more ompliated strutures. However,the aeleration of the ow along the interfae and the simultaneous ontration in theperpendiular diretion are generially present also here. It an therefore be expetedthat the width of the interfae will be similarly onstant in real old fronts. A simpleextension of the above toy model an be obtained by allowing for gas ompressibilityand a temperature dependent ondutivity, i.e. by onsidering the full system ofequations (2.3)-(2.5) with ondutivity aording to eq. (2.2). An expansion of heatedlayers and simultaneous ontration of ooled layers on the other side of the interfaewill ertainly modify the ow, but for the transoni ows of interest here we mightexpet that the results obtained for a toy model will still be approximately valid. Inthe next setion we verify this predition using numerial simulations.2.3 Numerial simulationsFor our numerial experiments, we used the TreeSPH ode GADGET-2 (Springel,2005) ombined with the implementation of thermal ondution disussed by Jubel-gas, Springel & Dolag (2004), whih aounts both for the saturated and unsaturatedregimes of the heat ux. 45



2 On the width of old fronts in lusters of galaxies due to ondutionThe simulations were intended to illustrate a simple toy model, desribed in setion2.2.2, rather than to provide a realisti desription of the observed old fronts. Thespei� goal was to see the impat of the ow strething near the stagnation pointon the width of the interfae set by ondution. With this in mind we intentionallyrestrited ourselves to a 2D geometry and an unmagnetized plasma. For a 3D alu-lation of magnetized louds see Asai et al. (2007). The self gravity of gas partileswas also negleted in our idealized simulations and all gas motions were happening ina stati gravitational potential. Given that the typial gas mass fration in lusters isof order 10-15 per ent, the self gravity of gas partiles is likely to be a seond ordere�et. A more signi�ant simpli�ation is the assumption of a stati potential, sineat least some of the old fronts are aused by luster mergers where strong hanges ofthe potential are possible. Formation of old fronts in the appropriate osmologialonditions was onsidered by e.g. Bialek et al. (2002), Nagai & Kravtsov (2003),Mathis et al. (2005), see also Tittley & Henriksen (2005) and Asasibar & Marke-vith (2006). Our illustrative 2D simulations, desribed below, an be viewed as a\minimal" on�guration whih allows us to see the e�et of ow strething and toextend the toy model to the ase of a ompressible gas and a temperature dependentdi�usion oeÆient.2.3.1 Initial onditionsOur 2D simulations of old fronts in lusters were arried out in a 8x4 Mp periodibox. We represented the luster with a stati King gravitational potential of theform � = �9�2 ln �x +p1 + x2�x ; (2.15)with � = 810 km s�1, x = r=r and r = 300 kp. The initial temperature and densitydistributions were set to(Te; �) = 8>><>>: (T1; �1(1+x2) 32 ) x < xout(T2; �2(1+x2) 32 T1T2 ) x > xout (2.16)where �2 = �1(1 + x2out) 32 T1T2 �(1 + x2out) 32 T1T2� ; (2.17)and kT1 = �mp�2 � 4 keV. Thus the temperature and density make a jump atxout, while the pressure is ontinuous. In our runs, T2 = 8 keV, xout = 1, � = 0:61,and �1 = 6:6 � 10�26 g m�3. The gas veloity was set to zero for x < xout and tou = 2000 km s�1 for x > xout. The orresponding Mah number relative to the hot 8keV gas is �1.3 (negleting further aeleration of the ow in the luster potential).46



2.3 Numerial simulations106 gas partiles of equal mass were distributed over the omputational volumeas a Poissonian sample of the initial density distribution desribed above. The gastemperature for eah partile was set to T1 or T2 depending on the position of thepartile. The Poissonian noise introdued by this proedure leads to small-sale (andsmall amplitude) pressure/entropy perturbations in the initial onditions. Shortlyafter the beginning of the simulations, the over-dense regions expand and reate apattern of ripples in the temperature distribution (see Fig. 2.2, top panel). We stressthat the presene of these ripples is a diret onsequene of the hoie of initialpartile positions and it does not mean that the number of partiles is insuÆientto properly resolve the old front. A omparison of three runs with 3 105, 106 and3 106 partiles with the same initial onditions and the ondution suppressionoeÆient f = 0:01 yielded pratially undistinguishable results in terms of the oldfront struture. As these ripples do not a�et the overall struture of the ow noattempt was made to orret the initial onditions for this e�et. These ripples arealso a useful visual indiator of the impat of thermal ondution on the small-saletemperature strutures in the ow (see Fig. 2.2).Our hoie of initial onditions has been motivated by the old front in the lusterAbell 3667 (Vikhlinin et al., 2001), but we did not try to aurately reprodue allthe observed properties of this luster. In partiular, the loation and the strengthof the shok in our model need not be the same as in A3667. Nevertheless, the mostimportant feature of A3667 { a ool gas loud inside a hotter and less dense ow { ispresent in our simulations, allowing us to study the impat of thermal ondution onthe interfae between the loud and the ow. To this end we arried out four runswhere the oeÆient of the thermal ondution eÆieny was set to f = 0, 0:01, 0:1,and 0:5, respetively.2.3.2 ResultsIn Fig. 2.2, we show the temperature distributions for all four runs 1.3 Gyr afterthe start of the simulations. Immediately after the beginning of the simulations ashok starts to propagate upstream through the hot ow, forming a learly visiblebow shok. Beause of the aeleration in the luster potential, the Mah numberof the shok is �1.7 (rather than 1.3) and the temperature behind the shok is alsorather high (10-15 keV).The ool loud is �rst pushed bak by the ram pressure of the gas and then (slowly)osillates near an equilibrium position. At 1.3 Gyr, there are still some residualmotions learly assoiated with the spei� initial onditions, but these motions arequite gradual. This an also be seen in the gas veloity �eld, whih is plotted inFig. 2.3. It shows a learly visible veloity jump at the shok front, and inside andaround the loud, irular motions are present, broadly resembling the veloity �eldshown in Fig. 2.1. Suh irular motions inside the loud lead to a transport of lowentropy gas from the entre of the loud towards the stagnation point (Heinz et al.,47



2 On the width of old fronts in lusters of galaxies due to ondution2003). As a result of adiabati expansion of the transported gas its temperaturedrops to � 3 keV, below the initial value of 4 keV.Sine after 1.3 Gyrs muh of the relaxation from the initial state already tookplae, we ompare the runs with di�erent ondutivity at this time. The e�et ofinreasing the eÆieny of thermal ondution is learly visible in the snapshotsshown in Fig. 2.2. First of all, small sale temperature variations present in theinitial onditions are smoothed out in all runs where thermal ondution is present.Seondly, with the inrease of f the interfae separating the loud and the hot owbeomes less and less sharp. This is seen more expliitly in the temperature pro�lesaross the interfae (along the symmetry axis of the loud), whih are shown inFig. 2.4. In this �gure (and in the subsequent �gures), the distane (plotted alongthe absissa axis) is measured from the approximate entre of the loud. Sine theloud is not perfetly spherial, its position varies slowly with time. As its entreis hene not aurately known, all pro�les shown in Fig. 2.4 were shifted along theabsissa axis to have the temperature value 6 keV gas at the same position.The sharpest pro�le orresponds of ourse to the run without ondution, and inthis ase some small-sale utuations left over from the initial onditions an stillbe seen in the pro�le. This run also sets a useful benhmark for omparison withthe other simulations, for example, it indiates the numerial resolution available forrepresenting the interfae. We see that for values of f larger than 0.01 the impatof thermal ondution on the width of the interfae an be well resolved with ournumerial setup. For runs with f = 0:01, 0:1 and 0:5, the small-sale utuations inthe temperature distribution are absent and the e�etive thikness of the interfaegradually inreases.We an now verify our simple preditions based on the toy model of di�usionof a passive salar in a potential ow. We �rst onsider our �nding that after aninitial settling time of order R=U the interfae evolves to a quasi-steady state. Thisis indeed seen in Fig. 2.6, where the temperature pro�les along the symmetry axisare shown for t = 0:2, 0:4, 0:8, and 1:3Gyr sine the beginning of the simulations.While there is lear evolution of the pro�le (e.g. in terms of the maximal or minimaltemperatures) the shape of the interfae is very similar at all times.Another expetation is that the thikness of the interfae is the same along theinterfae (as long as the distane from the stagnation point is muh less the theloud urvature radius). Indeed, the pro�les measured at di�erent distanes fromthe stagnation point (Fig. 2.7) look very similar. In this �gure, the pro�les werealulated along diretions making di�erent angle with respet to the symmetry axisof the loud (red lines in Fig. 2.2). This means that when deriving an e�etiveondution oeÆient from the observed old fronts one an use the pro�le averagedover a large part of the interfae, rather than being onstrained to small setors ofthe front.Thus the results of the numerial simulations are broadly onsistent with the ex-petations derived earlier: one the front is formed, it has a width onstant in time48



2.3 Numerial simulations

Figure 2.2: Snapshots of the temperature distribution for a 2D ow of hot (8keV) gas past a old (4 keV) loud. The image sizes are 6.7 by 2.7 Mp. The toppanel orresponds to a moment shortly after the start of the simulations. In theother panels, the temperature distributions at t = 1:3Gyr after the beginning ofthe simulations are shown as a funtion of the strength of thermal ondution.The ondution suppression oeÆient for these panels is f = 0, 0:01, 0:1, and 0:5,respetively. Thus the seond panel shows the run without ondution, while thebottom panel orresponds to a ondutivity equal to half the Spitzer-Braginskiivalue. The temperature struture of the interfae plotted in subsequent �gureswas measured along the red lines shown in one of the panels. 49



2 On the width of old fronts in lusters of galaxies due to ondution

Figure 2.3: Snapshot of the temperature distribution at t = 1:3Gyr after thestart of a simulation with ondutivity oeÆient f = 0:1, with the veloity �eldsuperposed.and onstant along the interfae.2.4 Simple estimates of the interfae widthWe are now looking for a simple 1D problem for a ompressible uid whih has asolution that an provide a qualitative approximation of the old front struture. Theanalogy with the problems onsidered in Setion 2.2.2 suggests that the width of theinterfae should sale as pDts, where D is the e�etive di�usion oeÆient (thermalondutivity) and ts is the e�etive time sale. For the ows in Setion 2.2.2, areasonable hoie was ts � R=U , where R is the urvature radius of the interfaeand U is the veloity of the ow at in�nity. Of ourse, this result was derived fora potential ow, and for more realisti ases it might be more orret to reast tsin the form ts = �dvrdr ��1, where vr is the veloity omponent perpendiular to theinterfae. Indeed, from Eqs. (2.13) and (2.14) it is lear that that this quantity (i.e.the gradient of the radial veloity omponent) enters the expression of the interfaewidth. We an hene try to obtain an approximate solution for the front strutureby onsidering a 1D time dependent di�usion equation2, starting from a Heavisidestep funtion for the initial temperature distribution and taking the solution at timets. The hope is that for this hoie of ts the most basi properties of the interfaestruture will be aptured.We also assume that all veloities in the viinity of the interfae are small omparedto the sound speed, all quadrati terms in v an be negleted and that the pressure is2An alternative approah is to inorporate the veloity �eld of the base ow into the energyonservation equation and to look for a steady state solution.50



2.4 Simple estimates of the interfae width

Figure 2.4: Temperature pro�les along the symmetry axis of the loud at t =1:3Gyr after the start of the simulations, for di�erent ondution suppressionoeÆients equal to f = 0, 0:01, 0:1, and 0:5. The distane is measured from theentre of the old loud.approximately onstant aross the interfae. Then the gas density is � = �0 T0T , where�0T0 = P0 is �xed by the initial pressure. In this approximation, the heat di�usionequation redues to �T�t = � ��xk�T�x � � kT ��T�x�2 ; (2.18)where � = �1 �mp�kB . This equation is very similar to the standard di�usion equation insolids, exept for the seond term in the r.h.s. whih aounts for gradual expansionof the heated gas, and for the ontration of the ooled gas in order to maintainonstant pressure aross the interfae. 51



2 On the width of old fronts in lusters of galaxies due to ondution

Figure 2.5: Gas density pro�les along the symmetry axis of the loud at t =1:3Gyr after the start of the simulations, for di�erent ondution suppressionoeÆients equal to f = 0, 0:01, 0:1, and 0:5. The distane is measured from theentre of the old loud.Equation (2.18) an be readily integrated. We set the initial values of the temper-ature to 3 and 15 keV on the two sides of the interfae, respetively, and the eletrondensity to 10�2 m�3 on the ool side to approximately reprodue the properties ofthe simulated front, as shown in Fig. 2.7.In Figure 2.8, we plot the solution of the equation at times t = 0:1, 0:4, 0:9,and 2:0Gyr for f = 0:1 together with the temperature pro�le obtained in the SPHsimulations. The results of the numerial simulations best orrespond to the solutionof Eqn. (2.18) for t � 0:5� 0:7Gyr. For omparison, the ratio of the loud radius tothe ow veloity at in�nity is R=U � 1:5�108 yr, while ts evaluated from the veloitypro�le obtained in the simulations is ts = �dvrdr ��1 � 5� 108 yr. The di�erene in the52



2.4 Simple estimates of the interfae width

Figure 2.6: Temperature pro�les along the symmetry axis of the loud aftert = 0:2, 0:4, 0:8 and 1:3Gyr sine the start of the simulations. The ondutionsuppression oeÆient was set to f = 0:1. The distane is measured from theentre of the loud. In order to ompensate for the gradual hanges in theinterfae shape, eah pro�le was shifted along the X-axis so that the rising partof the temperature pro�le has the same absissa for all urves.estimated width of the front based on the R=U ratio ompared with a more detailedtreatment of the veloity �eld is of order 2. This disrepany (for our numerialsetup) is largely aused by i) the drop of the veloity at the shok and ii) di�erenesbetween the veloity �eld obtained in the simulations and that in potential ows ofinompressible uids, as onsidered in Setion 2.2.2. Of ourse, Eqn.(2.18) by itself isonly a rude approximation of the problem. Nevertheless, even our simplest estimatepredits the width of the interfae within a fator of 2 of the value derived from diretnumerial simulations. 53



2 On the width of old fronts in lusters of galaxies due to ondution

Figure 2.7: Temperature pro�les at 1.3 Gyr for f = 0:1 along diretions makingan angle of 0, 15, 30, or 45 degrees with respet to the symmetry axis of the loud(see also Fig. 2.2).Note also that beause of the expansion of the heated gas, the atual ontat dis-ontinuity does not neessarily exatly oinide with the \visible" boundary of theool loud. Indeed, older gas of the loud expands while the hotter ambient gas on-trats, shifting the disontinuity away from the loud entre. At the same time, thesharpest edge will be observed in plaes where the temperature gradient is large. Ifthe gas on the two sides of the ontat disontinuity has di�erent abundanes of heavyelements then the true position of the ontat disontinuity an be determined fromthe abundane gradient. This exerise however requires data of very high quality.We thus �nd that an order of magnitude estimate of the width of a spherial old54



2.4 Simple estimates of the interfae width

Figure 2.8: Comparison of the temperature pro�le along the symmetry axisof the loud (for f = 0:1) obtained in numerial simulations (histogram) andobtained from equation (2.18) for ts = 0:1, 0:4, 0:9, and 2:0Gyr.front an be written as�r � Ær23DRU = Æs23  � 1 �mp� fk0kB RU ; (2.19)where the fator Æ aounts for all departures introdued by the approximationsinvolved in our simplest model onsidered in Setion 2.2.2. Based on our numeri-al simulations we have Æ � 0:5. Plugging in �duial values for the A3667 luster(Vikhlinin et al., 2001) one gets:�r � 40� Æ0:5� f 0:5T 5=45 R0:5300U�0:51400N�0:50:002 kp; (2.20)55



2 On the width of old fronts in lusters of galaxies due to ondutionwhere T5 = T5 keV , R300 = R300 kp , U1400 = U1400 kms�1 , and N0:002 = ne2�10�3 m�3 .This value is a fator of � 8 larger than the upper limit for the interfae widthderived from Chandra observations. If this disrepany is solely aused by a sup-pression of thermal ondution, then the fator f has to be less than 1:5 � 10�2.Note that the mean free path is � � 4 T 25N�10:002 kp (e.g. Sarazin, 1986), whih issmaller than the interfae width evaluated for f = 1. If the e�etive mean free pathof eletrons sales linearly with f = k=k0 (while the interfae width �r / pf) thenfor all f < 1 the width of the interfae will remain larger than the mean free path.Therefore our assumption of unsaturated heat ux remains valid. For the observedold front in A3667 the e�etive mean free path of eletrons should therefore be fatorf = 1:5� 10�2 smaller than in unmagnetized plasma.However, we aution that magneti �elds are likely playing a role in the struture ofthe interfae as suggested by theoretial arguments (e.g. Vikhlinin et al., 2001, Lyu-tikov 2006) and numerial simulations (e.g. Asai 2004, 2005). Partiularly importantis the strething of the �eld lines along the interfae, whih an suppress heat on-dution aross the front or even a�et the hydrodynamial stability of the interfae.Note that the heat ondutivity depends strongly on the topology of the magneti�eld sine the eletron Larmor radius is some 10 orders of magnitude smaller thanthe harateristi length sales of the problem for typial magneti �eld strengths atthe miro-Gauss level.We note that the interfae developing in our SPH simulations may also be stabi-lized to some extent against small-sale uid instabilities by numerial e�ets. Arossstrong density disontinuities, SPH has been found to produe spurious pressurefores that may suppress small wavelength Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities (Agertzet al. 2006). This e�et is equivalent to a small surfae tension and mimis thestabilizing inuene expeted from an ordered magneti �eld aross the front. How-ever, better numerial resolution weakens this e�et and should allow ever smallerwavelengths to grow.2.5 ConlusionsWe have shown that in the presene of thermal ondution the width of the inter-fae separating hot gas owing past a ooler gas loud (a \old front" in lustersof galaxies) an be estimated from the size R of the loud, the veloity U of thegas and the e�etive thermal ondutivity. The struture of the interfae is estab-lished over a period of time � R=U , while the subsequent evolution is muh slower.Moreover, the width of the interfae is approximately onstant along the front. Wemade an illustrative 2D simulations of an unmagnetized plasma ow past a olderloud with gas densities and temperatures harateristi for the observed old fronts.While being very idealized, the simualtions do show that the width remains approxi-mately onstant when the gas ompressiblity and the temperature dependene of the56



2.5 Conlusionsondutivity is aounted for.This implies that one an use muh of the visible part of the interfae in orderto assess the e�etive thermal ondutivity of the gas. For the old front in Abell3667, the estimated width of the interfae is 40f 0:5 kp, where f is the ondutionsuppression oeÆient (relative to the Spitzer-Braginskii value). This fator f hasto be smaller than 0:015 in order to reprodue the observed limits on the width ofthe interfae. This result is onsistent with previous suggestions that magneti �eldsplay an important role in providing thermal isolation of the gases separated by theold front. The idealised desription of the interfae presented here provides a usefulmethod for estimating the e�etive gas ondutivity from observations of lusters ofgalaxies.
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3 Does heating by AGN shoksa�et abundane pro�les in galaxylusters?
submitted to Mon:Not:R:Astron:So:F. Xiang, E. Rudometkin, E. Churazov, W. Forman and H. B�ohringer

AbstratWe evaluate the impat of gas shok heating by a entral AGN in M87 onthe radial distribution of heavy elements. The propagation of a shok reatesan inverted entropy pro�le and the subsequent rearrangement of the gaseousatmosphere transports metal rih gas from the entral region to larger radii.We show that for the parameters of the relatively weak shok, reently found inM87, the abundane pro�le is not strongly a�eted by the redistribution of theshok heated gas (exept for the very entral region). At the same time, theenergetis of the soure is fully suÆient to broaden the metal distribution tomath the observations, strongly suggesting that mehanisms other than diretshok heating must operate in luster ores. The absene of a very strongabundane peak at the very enter of M87 suggests that the entral AGNprodues frequent (every few 10 Myr) and relatively weak outbursts, ratherthan rarer (every few 100 Myr) and an order of magnitude more powerfulevents. 61



3 Does heating by AGN shoks a�et abundane pro�les in galaxy lusters?3.1 IntrodutionX-ray spetrosopy is routinely used to determine the metalliity of the hot gas ingalaxy lusters and groups. The gas metalliity ontains the reord of metals pro-dued by various stellar generations whih are then injeted into the hot mediumby supernova explosions and stellar winds. The gas metalliity is a partiularly im-portant diagnosti for ool ore lusters whose heavy metal abundanes are stronglypeaked at the enter (e.g. De Grandi et al. 2004; B�ohringer et al. 2004). Theselusters always have a very bright galaxy (BCG) dwelling in their enters, whihmakes the stars in BGs a prime andidate for produing the peaked abundane pro-�les1. The total amount of metals, in partiular - iron, in ool luster ores seemsto be onsistent with this assumption (e.g., B�ohringer et al. 2004). The observeddistribution of iron is, however, broader than the light distribution of the entralgalaxy. This suggests that the gas does not form a perfetly stati atmosphere, butis instead involved in motions, that transport metals to larger radii. All ool orelusters ontain a supermassive blak hole (an AGN) in the BCG at the luster enterwhih is believed to be the soure of energy for the ooling gas (e.g. MNamara &Nulsen, 2007 and referenes therein). AGN ativity is also a natural andidate forgeneration of the gas motions and the metal distribution has been used to onstrainthe AGN/gas interations (e.g., Rebuso et al. 2005, 2006; Roediger et al. 2007;Heath, Krause & Alexander 2007; David & Nulsen 2008).Here we onsider the impat of AGN-generated shok heating on the metal distribu-tion in ool ore lusters. A shok, driven by an AGN outburst, reates an invertedentropy pro�le in luster gaseous atmospheres. The subsequent gas redistributionauses highly enrihed gas from the ore to move towards larger radii. Motivatedby the aurate determination of the shok parameters in M87 using long Chandraobservations (Forman et al. 2005, 2007, 2008), we fous on M87 and evaluate theeÆieny of this redistribution proess.3.2 Initial onditions: M87 density and temperaturepro�lesFor initial onditions, we used the eletron density ne and temperature Te pro�lesderived from long Chandra observations of M87 (Forman et al. 2008, Churazov et1Ram-pressure stripping is another mehanism, whih is often disussed in relation to entrallyonentrated abundane pro�les (see Shindler & Diaferio, 2008 and referenes therein). Wedo not onsider ram-pressure stripping here. This is at least partly justi�ed sine we onen-trate on the partiular ase of a very large elliptial galaxy M87, whih strongly dominates itsenvironment up to a distane of �100 kp.62



3.3 Prodution of metalsal. 2008). Namely ne = 0:22� "1 + � rr�2#� 32� m�3; (3.1)where � = 0:33 and r = 0.93 kp, andTe = 1:55� "1 + � r10:23 kp�2#0:18 keV: (3.2)These expressions desribe reasonably well the best �tting parameters of the depro-jeted Chandra spetra over the range of radii from �1 kp up to �40 kp, andbroadly agree with the XMM-Newton data (Matsushita et al. 2002). Note, however,that deprojeted Chandra spetra were approximated by a single temperature APECmodel and the best �tting parameters may be subjet to various biases in the entralregion where multi-temperature gas is present. Another aveat is that the gas in M87is already disturbed by the shok and bubbles of relativisti plasma (e.g. Forman etal. 2005, 2007), but we nevertheless use the �ts to the observed pro�les as the \pre-outburst" initial onditions for subsequent simulations of the shok propagation. Infuture work, we will address this issue with a full 3D simulation of the outburst inthe M87 atmosphere.3.3 Prodution of metalsMetals in elliptial galaxies, dominated by old stellar populations at the presentepoh, are produed by SNIa explosions and winds of evolved stars. We assume thatthe metal prodution rate follows the optial light distribution of the galaxy. Anypossible dependenies of supernovae rates or stellar wind metalliities as a funtionof radius are ignored. For the metal prodution rate we use a similar presriptionto that of B�ohringer et al. (1994) and Rebuso et al. (2006; see referenes therein).For the SNIa rate we used the latest data of Mannui et al. (2008) for early typegalaxies in lusters: 6:6�10�14 yr�1M�1� (normalized per unit solar mass of the stellarpopulation) and assume that eah supernova yields 0.7 M� of iron to the ICM. Forthe stellar mass loss rate, we use the normalization of Ciotti et al. (1991) for the10 Gyr old stellar population: _� = 2:5� 10�11 M�yr�1L�1�;B (per unit B-band stellarluminosity). We assume that iron omprises a fration 2:8� 10�3 of the stellar massloss. For simpliity we assume that both SNIa and stellar mass loss sale with timeas � t10 Gyr��1, where t is the age of the stellar population (by assumption with apresent age of t = 10 Gyr). With these presriptions and for a stellar mass of M8763



3 Does heating by AGN shoks a�et abundane pro�les in galaxy lusters?of M� = 2:0 � 1011 M� and a B-band luminosity of LB = 6:4 � 1010 L�, the totaliron enrihment rate is_�Fe = 1:4� 10�2� t10 Gyr��1 ; M� yr�1; (3.3)whih aounts for SNIa explosions and stellar winds. The stellar wind mass lossrate is: _� = 1:6� t10 Gyr��1 ; M� yr�1: (3.4)With these de�nitions, the iron abundane in the gas supplied by stars iszFe � _�Fe_� 1AFe � zFe;� = 5:3; (3.5)relative to the solar photospheri abundane. In the above expression AFe = 56 isthe atomi weight of iron and zFe;� = 2:95 � 10�5 is the Solar abundane of ironaording to Lodders (2003) (see also Asplund et al. 2000). This value sets themaximum abundane whih an be reahed under the above assumptions2. As longas the abundane is lower than this value, the supply of hydrogen by stellar windsan be negleted in the estimates (as we desribe below). The high value of the ironabundane predited by eq.3.5 ontrasts with X-ray observations of elliptial galaxies{ the problem known in the literature as the \iron disrepany" (e.g. Renzini et al.,1993, Arimoto et al., 1997). While lowering the SNIa rate and/or the iron mass perexplosion an partly remedy the disrepany, this derease may, in turn, exaerbatethe problem of produing enough iron by D galaxies in the ores of rih lusters (seeiron mass estimates in Boehringer et al. 2004).The initial radial distribution of iron _�(r), produed by stars and SNe, shouldfollow the light distribution of the galaxy, modeled as a Hernquist pro�le (Hernquist1990). Thus, the iron prodution rate per unit volume is:_�Fe(r) = �FeM�2� ar 1(r + a)3 ; (3.6)where a = Reff1:8153 . For M87 we set Reff = 7:8 kp. The observed light distributionin M87 (e.g. Romanowsky & Kohanek 2001) is slightly more peaked than theHernquist pro�le with these parameters in the inner � 3000. Sine we are mostly2We note that for another popular hoie of Solar iron abundane zFe;� = 4:68 10�5 (Anders andGrevesse, 1989) the abundane, predited by eq.3.5 drops from 5.3 to 3.3. This value an befurther dereased by another �30% if one assumes that an SNIa explosion on average produes0.5M� of iron instead of 0.7.64



3.4 Shok modelinterested in the gas and metal distributions at larger radii, this minor di�erenedoes not a�et our results.The M87 light distribution is muh more onentrated than the gas density dis-tribution. Therefore, the prodution of metals in a stati atmosphere will lead to apeaked abundane pro�le. As shown in Fig.3.1, the expeted umulative abundanepro�le after a time interval �t in a stati atmosphere is more sharply peaked than theobservations. The umulative abundane was evaluated as the ratio of the amountof iron produed within a sphere of radius R during a time �t to the total amount ofhydrogen within the same sphere. This ratio is normalized by the solar abundaneof iron, i.e., zFe(R) � R R0 _�Fe(r) 4�r2 drR R0 ne(r) 4�r2 dr nHneAFe � zFe;� ��t; (3.7)where the hydrogen to eletron density ratio is given by nHne = 0:827. This estimateignores the fat that the maximum abundane whih an be provided by the enrih-ment proess, with the above parameters, is limited to a maximum value of 5.3 (eq.5 above).3.4 Shok modelTo model the gas heating by an AGN driven shok, we used the Lagrangian one-dimensional ode (as in Forman et al. 2008). The initial density and temperaturepro�les were set aording to equations 3.1 and 3.2. A stati gravitational potential'(r) was alulated by requiring the initial density and temperature pro�les to satisfythe hydrostati equilibrium equation. The gas adiabati index was set to 5=3.Following Forman et al. (2008), we haraterize the AGN outburst with two pa-rameters: total energy E0 and duration �t. The AGN power as a funtion of timeis desribed by a double � funtion:LAGN (t) = 8>>>><>>>>: 0 t < 0E0�t 0 < t < �t0 t > �t (3.8)We model the radial distribution of energy deposition (per unit volume) as a powerlaw funtion of radius:h(r; t) = LAGN(t) r��R RAGN (t)0 r�� 4�r2dr ; (3.9)65



3 Does heating by AGN shoks a�et abundane pro�les in galaxy lusters?

Figure 3.1: The expeted abundane pro�le, if metals are deposited into astati atmosphere for 108, 5� 108 and 5� 109 years. The maximum abundanewhih an be produed in our model is 5.3 (orresponding to the top of the plot).For omparison the umulative abundane derived from the 1T APEC �ts to thedeprojeted Chandra data is shown with red irles. Note that a bias due to thepresene of multi-temperature plasma (e.g. Buote 2000) may be very signi�antin the entral 5 kp (10) region and 1T best �t values may not reet the trueabundane pro�le here (e.g., Matsushita et al. 2002).Thus, the energy is deposited in a few entral ells r < RAGN(t): the internal energyin the ells is inreased at eah time step aording to the above equation 3.9. Initiallythe outer radius of the region used for energy deposition is RAGN(0) =0.5 kp. Asthe radii of the ells grow, the injetion region grows aordingly. This was done tomimi the situation when the AGN is inating a bubble of relativisti plasma at theenter with internal sound rossing time muh smaller than the harateristi time of66



3.4 Shok modelthe bubble expansion. The value of � was (arbitrarily) set to 0.5 in the simulations.The properties of the �nal density and temperature pro�les only weakly depend onthe partiular value of � (as was veri�ed by varying � from 0 to 1).Guided by the �duial values derived for the M87 shok from Chandra observations(Forman et al. 2007, 2008): E0 � 5 � 1057 ergs and �t � 2 � 106 yr, we ran agrid of models with braketing values of E0 and �t. Namely E0 = f5 � 1056; 5 �1057; 5� 1058g ergs, duration �t = f2� 105; 2� 106; 2� 107g yr - all togethernine runs. In the simulations, we follow the shok propagation until the leading frontreahes a distane of 30 kp from the enter. By this time the shok has beomerelatively weak and no longer generates muh entropy. The hoie of this partiularradius (30 kp) is rather arbitrary but our results are insensitive to the atual value.The gas density and temperature pro�les modi�ed by the shok in eah of the9 runs are shown in Fig.3.2 with olored lines. For omparison, the initial pro�lesare shown with the blak lines. One an easily identify three distint regions in thepro�les modi�ed by the shok:Region I - the innermost part of the atmosphere, whih orresponds to the re-gion where the energy was diretly deposited during the simulations (i.e. gas insideRAGN(t)). As the gas is diretly heated in this region (by design of our simulations)it has very high entropy and, as a onsequene, has a high temperature and lowdensity. For M87 (and other ooling ows), a more relevant model ould be one inwhih relativisti plasma is injeted by an AGN into the entral region, rather thandiret heating of the gas. For the purpose of this paper this is not a ritial issue,sine the initial value of RAGN = 0:5 kp is small enough (muh smaller than thegalaxy e�etive radius) that only a small fration of the gas and metals generated bythe galaxy lie in this region. For instane, for a pure Hernquist pro�le with e�etiveradius of 7.8 kp, only �1% of the galaxy light is ontained within the entral 0.5kp. In M87 this fration an be larger (due to a more peaked light pro�le near theenter), but it is still small.Region II - intermediate regions between Region I and the shok front. This isthe most important region for the purpose of this paper. The gas in this region isheated by the shok propagation. If the shok is strong (due to a powerful and shortduration outburst) then the gas is strongly heated. In the opposite ase of a weakshok (less powerful and of long duration), the gas in region II is merely displaedby the expanding entral Region I, exept for a narrow shell immediately adjaentto Region I.Finally, Region III - is the region outside the leading shok front (i.e. r > 30 kpin Fig.3.2), oupied by undisturbed gas.The radii separating Regions I and II are visible in Fig.3.2 as almost vertial lines,orresponding to a sharp drop of temperature from values above 3 keV to valuesbelow 2 keV. The boundary between Region II and III is by de�nition at 30 kp,where the jump in temperature/density is seen. 67



3 Does heating by AGN shoks a�et abundane pro�les in galaxy lusters?

Figure 3.2: Density and temperature pro�les modi�ed by the outburst of aentral AGN. Red, blue and green lines orrespond to the outburst energy E0 =5 � 1056; 5 � 1057; 5 � 1058 ergs respetively. Dotted, solid and dashed linesorrespond to outburst duration �t = 2 � 105, 2 � 106 2 � 107 yr respetively.Snapshots shown orrespond to the time when the leading front of the shokreahes a distane of 30 kp distane from the enter. The blak lines show theinitial gas density and temperature pro�les.3.5 Entropy and abundane pro�lesThe gas entropy pro�les (to be preise the pro�les of the quantity s(r) = Ten2=3e )orresponding to the same set of shok models are shown in Fig.3.3. When the energyis released into an initially small volume - a relatively strong shok is driven into theluster gas and it substantially inreases the gas entropy. As the shok propagates68



3.5 Entropy and abundane pro�les

Figure 3.3: Inversion of the entropy pro�le aused by shok heating of theentral region. The olors and line types are oded similarly to Fig.3.2. Twoblak arrows show shematially that heated gas will move towards large radii,while the lowest entropy gas will sink to the enter. For eah model the opentriangle, irle and square (for �t = 2 � 105, 2 � 106 2 � 107 yr respetively)mark the initial radius of the ell whih has the lowest entropy at the end of thesimulation.through the gas and weakens (the density pro�le is less steep than r�2), the shokbeomes less eÆient at entropy generation. As a result an inverted entropy pro�leis reated, as seen in Fig.3.3. For \short" duration outbursts the entropy inrease ismore pronouned sine suh outbursts generate stronger shoks. The orrespondingpro�les have extended minima. For \long" duration outbursts the gas is merelydisplaed by expanding Region I (as explained above) and the orresponding pro�lesare haraterized by narrower and deeper minima. 69



3 Does heating by AGN shoks a�et abundane pro�les in galaxy lusters?3.6 Rearrangement of the atmosphere and resultingabundane pro�lesAn atmosphere with an inverted entropy pro�le (as shown in Fig.3.3) is unstable andmust pass through a rearrangement phase whih will restore the atmosphere to onewith a nondereasing (with radius) entropy pro�le. Low entropy gas will tend tosink to the enter of the luster, while high entropy gas will instead move towardslarger radii as shown by the dotted arrows in Fig.3.3. After a few dynamial times(few 107 yr) the atmosphere will ome to a stable equilibrium. Sine the dynamialtime is short ompared to the ooling or enrihment time sales, we assume thatfor the purposes of studying the evolution of the heavy elements, the rearrangementis instantaneous. The rearrangement proess is very omplex sine gas lumps withdi�erent entropies an mix during the gas motion. We will ompletely ignore theseompliations and assume that the gas mass distribution over entropy remains un-hanged during rearrangement. We also neglet (for the purpose of our simple model)the potential energy released during rearrangement proess3. Namely we model re-arrangement as follows. From our shok simulations, we have the gas mass mi, ironmass mFe;i and the entropy si for eah of the i = 1; n simulated ells. We thenrearrange the ells (and assoiated masses) to produe a stable atmosphere, i.e., en-tropy inreasing with radius (ell index). We now solve the hydrostati equilibriumequation 1� dPdr = �d'dr ; (3.10)with the boundary ondition that the pressure at the outer boundary is equal toP (rn) = Pout. A similar approah was used by Kaiser & Binney (2003). We startwith an initial estimate of the pressure at the enter of the luster P and alulatethe density of the �rst ell as �1 / �Ps1�3=5. We then integrate eq.3.10 over oneell to get the pressure for the next ell and repeat the proedure for the next ell.The pressure in the outmost shell P (rn) is ompared with Pout. If they do not maththen P is adjusted and the whole proedure repeats until agreement is reahed. Ifthe outer boundary is suÆiently far from the region a�eted by the shok then thebehavior of the solution in the inner region does not depend muh on the radius rnused for the outer boundary ondition P (rn) = Pout. The outome of this proedureis a new stable on�guration for the atmosphere with a known gas mass and ironmass for eah shell omposing this atmosphere.Sine the shok preferentially heats the inner regions, where most of metals areprodued, the exhange of gas parels with high and low entropies auses high metal-3While heating ertainly ours during the rearrangement proess, we intentionally limit our on-sideration to the entropy generation at the shok front only.70



3.6 Rearrangement of the atmosphere and resulting abundane pro�les

Figure 3.4: Modi�ation of the umulative abundane pro�les after the atmo-sphere restores a stable on�guration (entropy inreasing outward, as desribedin the text). The thik solid blue urve orresponds to the best �tting shokparameters (E0 � 5 � 1057 ergs and �t � 2 � 106 yr) for M87 (Forman et al2007). The blue vertial line shows the R = 6:6 kp radius of the sphere withinwhih the gas an be mixed if the energy E0 � 5 1057 ergs is used to raise theentropy of the gas inside the sphere to the value harateristi for the gas justoutside this sphere. The umulative abundane pro�le derived from Chandradata is shown with red points.
liity gas in the very ore to be replaed with less metal rih gas from larger radii.The resulting (umulative) abundane pro�les for eah of the shok models are shownin Fig.3.4. 71



3 Does heating by AGN shoks a�et abundane pro�les in galaxy lusters?3.7 Disussion3.7.1 E�et of Shok Strength and Outburst EnergyAs is lear from Fig.3.4, for all models the abundane pro�les develop a harateristiore at the enter. The radial extent of the ore (and the maximal abundane) is afuntion of the minimum entropy present in the system after the passage of the shok,whih is in turn a funtion of the outburst energy E0 and outburst duration �t. Themore powerful and short the outburst, the larger is the ore of the abundane pro�le.From Chandra observations of M87, Forman et al. (2007, 2008) argued that thereent (�10 Myr old) major outburst was best desribed by E0 � 5 1057 ergs and�t � 2 106 yr. These parameters orrespond to the blue solid line in Fig.3.4. Onean see that the radius of the abundane ore is only �1-2 kp i.e., after a singleoutburst the metals stay well within the e�etive radius of the galaxy where theyare produed4. This rather small impat on the abundane distribution is a diretonsequene of a rather \mild" outburst, whih does not signi�antly hange the gasentropy (exept for a very small region in the enter).The gas ooling time at the enter of M87 is tool;0 � 108 yr. It was evaluated astool = 5=2(ne + ni)kTneni�(T ) using the ooling funtion �(T ) from Sutherland & Dopita(1993) with Te = 1:55 keV, ne = 0:2 m�3 and Solar metalliity. Thus, to avoid aooling atastrophe the harateristi time between outbursts trep has to be shorterthan the ooling time, i.e., trep . tool;0 = 108 yr.On the other hand the ooling time at 50 kp is � 1010 yr and the total radiativelosses of the gas inside the same radius are Lool � 1:3� 1043 erg s�1. Assuming thatthis 50 kp region is a \ooling ow region" in M87 and radiative losses inside 50 kpare replenished by AGN outbursts (with an eÆieny of onverting outburst energyto heat lose to 1 as suggested by Fig.3.5), we an estimate the energy required froma single outburst E1 = Lool � trep = 4� 1058 � trep108 yr� ergs: (3.11)Suh outbursts would have stronger impat on the abundane pro�le. The Chandradata (Forman et al. 2007, 2008) suggest that an order of magnitude less powerfuloutburst ourred about 107 years ago. If suh outbursts are typial for M87 thena more plausible senario would be � 10 times more frequent outbursts, i.e., trep �107 yr � 0:1� tool;0 and � 10 times less powerful outbursts. The shok heating fromthese weak outbursts would have little impat on the abundane pro�les outside �2kp.One an also use the abundane peak (or lak of a peak) at the enter of M87to onstrain the interval between the outbursts trep. Indeed in 108 years the metal4The impat of multiple outbursts is disussed later72



3.7 Disussioninjetion by stars inreases the abundane at 1 and 2 kp distanes from the galaxyenter by 2 and 1 Solar values respetively (see Fig.3.1 or 3.4). Thus, the absene ofa very sharp abundane peak in the very ore of M87, by itself, means that outburstsmust our often. If one ould reliably measure the abundane di�erene at two radii(1 and 2 kp) then the expeted di�erene in abundanes will be �z � � tlast108 yr�,where tlast is the elapsed time sine the latest major outburst. There are two aveatsassoiated with this estimate. First, the entral part of M87 is exatly the regionwhere reliable abundane determination is observationally diÆult. Seond, the sameregion is urrently undergoing an outburst and any estimate annot be very aurate.Nevertheless, the mere absene of an abundane spike in the very ore of M87 is bestexplained by frequent (and weak) outbursts.Qualitatively a similar onlusion was reahed by Simionesu et al. (2008) basedon the analysis of XMM-Newton observations of M87. They measured the abundaneof iron and other elements in the ool gas whih is believed to be enrihed by starsnear the very ore of M87 and then uplifted to larger radii by buoyant bubbles ofrelativisti plasma. From measured abundanes, Simionesu et al. (2008) onludedthat the enrihment time of the ool gas (analogous to the trep above) is somewherebetween 30 and 100 Myr.3.7.2 Energetially more eÆient mixingThe above model assumes that entropy generation (i.e., heating) ours exlusivelyat the shok fronts. By design of our simulations, the subsequent rearrangement ofthe gas layers onserves entropy and the exess potential energy released during therearrangement proess is negleted. It is interesting to onsider a more energetiallyeÆient mixing senario when the available energy E0 is used to reate a at entropypro�le within a sphere with radius Rmix. The resulting distribution will be neutrallystable and mixing an proeed over the whole volume of the sphere. We an alulatethe energy needed to instantaneously heat the gas at eah radius to produe a atentropy pro�le to a radius Rmix:E0 = Z Rmix0 nkT � 1 s(Rmix)� s(r)s(r) 4�r2dr: (3.12)Solving the above equation for Rmix we �nd that for E0 � 5�1057 ergs, a at entropypro�le an be generated within Rmix = 6:6 kp. Exept for the fator s(Rmix)� s(r)s(r) ,the expression under the integral is the gas thermal energy. For realisti onditions,the the dominant ontribution to the integral omes from the radial range r � Rmix.The fator s(Rmix)� s(r)s(r) � 1 and for simple estimates it an be dropped fromeq.3.12. For M87 (over the range of E0 of interest here, i.e., for E0 � 5 1057 ergs),73



3 Does heating by AGN shoks a�et abundane pro�les in galaxy lusters?omitting this entropy fator introdues an error of less than a fator of 2 in Rmix andhanges Rmix from 6.6 kp to 4.6 kp. The above estimate essentially says that to mixthe gas within a radius Rmix one needs to deposit an amount of energy omparableto the gas thermal energy within a volume Rmix5The resulting radius Rmix over whih the gas is mixed, is muh larger than the 1-2kp ore in the abundane distribution produed by shok heating for our �duialset of outburst energies and durations. We emphasize that this \ineÆieny" of gasmixing is not due to a large fration of outburst energy esaping from the oolingow region with the outgoing shok/sound wave. In fat, for the outburst parametersfavored by the Chandra data, only a small fration, less than 20 perent (see Fig.3.5),is arried away from the entral 30 kp region by the outgoing shok. Instead, fora moderately powerful and long duration outburst (E0 � 5 1057 ergs and �t �2 106 yr), the bulk of the energy goes into the enthalpy of a entral, very highentropy volume/avity. In the mixing senario desribed by eq.3.12, the same amountof energy E0 is spread over a muh larger volume allowing for large masses of gasto be mixed. The very same arguments imply that not only gas mixing, but alsogas heating by shoks is ineÆient. As disussed by Churazov et al. (2001, 2002;see also Begelman 2001; Nulsen 2006), the energy stored as enthalpy of the entralavity an be used for eÆient gas heating during the rise of the buoyant avitythrough the luster atmosphere. The �nal heating eÆieny (entropy generation) inthis model is high, but this heating is not diretly related to the entropy generationat the front of the original shok. Similarly, one an expet that the same mehanismwill inrease the mixing eÆieny. The mixing indued by jets and buoyant bubbleswas, in partiular, studied in numerial simulations by Roediger et al. (2007) andHeath et al (2007). They found that jets and bubbles an indeed disperse metalsthrough the ICM.3.7.3 Toy mixing modelStarting from the assumption that the gas heating eÆieny and metal mixing arelinked to eah other we an build a simple toy model of metal mixing in lusterooling ores.Let us assume that the time averaged AGN mehanial power LAGN mathes ap-proximately the gas ooling losses integrated over the ooling ow region. For M87this means LAGN � few � 1043 ergs s�1. We further assume, along the lines of thearguments presented above, that the gas mixing eÆieny indued by the AGN fol-lows eq.3.12. If the AGN was ative for a time interval � , then the gas is uniformlymixed inside a sphere with radius <(�) suh that the gas thermal energy inside the5We stress that in general the above estimate does not orrespond to the minimum energy requiredto mix the gas within a given sphere. This is simply one possible way, not neessarily the mosteÆient, to promote mixing.74



3.7 Disussionsphere mathes the AGN power released during a period � :� � LAGN = Z <(�)0 nkT � 1 4�r2dr: (3.13)This equation is essentially eq.3.12, where we have omitted the fator s(<)� s(r)s(r)for the sake of simpliity (given the qualitative level of these estimates).With the above presription, a short period of AGN ativity will ause gas mixinginside a small sphere while a long period of ativity mixes the gas in a larger sphere.In partiular, during one ooling time the gas inside a ooling radius is mixed. Thus,metals produed about one ooling time ago will be dispersed over the whole oolingow region, while more reently produed metals are mixed within a smaller sphere.Assuming that the AGN was ative for a period of time from t1 to t2, the total massof iron within a sphere with radius R an be evaluated asMFe(< R) = Z t2t1 dt A(t; R); (3.14)where A(t; R) = 8<: Mgas(<R)Mgas(<<(t)) R <(t)0 _�Fe(r) 4�r2dr <(t) > R0 <(t) < R (3.15)Here <(t) is evaluated using eq.3.13. The expeted abundane pro�les for di�erentvalues of the AGN mehanial power are shown in Fig.3.6. For this �gure, we set t1and t2 to 0.5 and 10 Gyr respetively. Clearly within our toy model the AGN powerof 1044 ergs s�1 would mix metals over very large regions (perhaps beyond the validrange of the density and temperature pro�les used here) resulting in very low metalabundanes in the ore6. An AGN power of 1042 ergs s�1 would instead produevery little mixing and in the entral �20-30 kp the abundane will be �5 Solar.An AGN power of order of LAGN = few � 1043 ergs s�1 yields an abundane levelwhih approximately mathes the observations. Therefore, we onlude that in ourtoy model, a time average energy input of order a few � 1043 ergs s�1 is needed toexplain the M87 abundane pro�le. This energy input, within a fator of 2 (dependingon the de�nition of the ooling radius), oinides with the gas ooling losses in M87.Given the simpliity and obvious rudeness of our estimates, we onlude that themodel is reasonably suessful in reproduing the basi harateristis of M87.6One should bear in mind that the gas has been already enrihed by SNII explosions during an earlyphase of luster/galaxy evolution. The metals produed by SNIa during the subsequent evolutionare added to this 'minimum' abundane level whih amounts to �0.1-0.3 of the Solar metalliity.This minimum level has to be added to the pro�les predited by our model or subtrated fromthe observed pro�les to make the omparison fair. Beause of the large unertainty in the valueof the minimum abundane, we do not do this in Fig.3.6 and simply plot the original observedand model pro�les. 75



3 Does heating by AGN shoks a�et abundane pro�les in galaxy lusters?

Figure 3.5: The fration of the outburst energy (ontours) esaping from theentral 30 kp region with the expanding shok as a funtion of the outbursttotal energy (X-axis) and the outburst duration (Y-axis). The atual frationassoiated with eah ontour is shown by a label at the top of the plot. Theenergy esaping from 30 kp region was evaluated by alulating the kinetienergy of the gas at the time when the shok front was at 30 kp from the enterand multiplying this value by 2. This is a rude estimate whih assumes that wedeal with a simple weak plane wave having total energy twie its kineti energy.The omparison of the abundane ore of 1-2 kp expeted in a pure shok heatingmodel (for E0 � 5� 1057 ergs and �t � 2� 106 yr) and Rmix = 6:6 kp expetedfrom eq.3.12 (Rmix = 4:6 kp from eq.3.13) suggests that our toy model is onsider-ably more eÆient at metal mixing. An energy of order a few � 1056 ergs would besuÆient to mix the gas inside 1-2 kp if eq.3.12 or 3.13 applies. Extrapolating thisdi�erene in eÆieny to the multiple explosions, we an onlude that at least an76



3.7 Disussion

Figure 3.6: Abundane pro�le in the toy model for di�erent AGN outburstpowers. The gray urves are the predited abundane distributions aording toeq.3.14 for LAGN = 1042; 1043; 3 � 1043 and 1044 erg s�1 from top to bottomrespetively.order of magnitude larger time averaged AGN power (few� 1044 ergs s�1) would beneeded in M87 to provide mixing that is driven purely by shok heating.Of ourse the above toy model annot even approximately desribe the proessof metals spreading through the ISM/ICM. The model is built around a single as-sumption that a deposition of a given amount of energy into the gas leads to thegas mixing within the sphere ontaining a similar amount of thermal energy. Allother ompliations inluding gas ooling, physis of gas heating, proess of mixingare negleted. Nevertheless, we believe that our toy model an serve as an orderof magnitude approximation of a mixing proess mediated by bubbles of relativistiplasma whih steer the gas during their buoyant rise and simultaneously provide gas77



3 Does heating by AGN shoks a�et abundane pro�les in galaxy lusters?heating and mixing.3.8 ConlusionsWe onsider a simple model of metal spreading through the gaseous atmospheres ofool ore lusters due to gas shok heating by a entral AGN outburst. In partiular,for M87, we show that for the outburst parameters derived from the Chandra data(Forman et al. 2007, 2008), the generation of entropy at the shok front by itself doesnot provide an eÆient mehanism for metal transport. However, the energetis ofthe soure are suÆient to spread metals over a large volume (e.g., by entrainmentof the metal rih gas or by steering gas motions in the enter). The assumptionthat gas mixing and gas heating are losely related to eah other leads to a simplequalitative model. The model assumes that full mixing of the gas within a sphere of agiven radius ours on time sales needed to double the gas thermal energy inside thesame sphere. The abundane pro�le expeted in suh a simple model demonstratesreasonable similarity to the observed abundane pro�le in M87 if the time averagedAGN power is of order a few� 1043 ergs s�1. This value agrees well with the valueneeded to o�set the gas ooling losses in M87.
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4 Conlusions4.1 Cold fronts and thermal ondution in lusterplasmaChandra observations of galaxy lusters often show sharp disontinuities in the sur-fae brightness of the hot intra-luster medium (ICM) emission (Markevith et al.,2000, Vikhlinin, Markevith, Murray, 2001, see Markevith & Vikhlinin 2007 for areview). Most of these strutures have lower temperature gas on the brighter (higherdensity) side of the disontinuity, ontrary to the expetation for non-radiative shoksin the ICM. Within the measurement unertainties, the pressure is ontinuous arossthese strutures, suggesting that they are ontat disontinuities rather than shoks.We have onsidered a model of a di�erential gas motion of a hot gas with respet toa older gravitationally bound gas loud. In suh a situation one expets that rampressure of the hotter gas strips the outer layers of the older loud, exposing densergas layers and forming a old front near the stagnation point of the hot ow.Using SPH simulations of a old loud embedded in a hot ow we have shownthat in the presene of thermal ondution the width of the interfae, separatinghot gas from a ooler gas in the loud (a \old front" in lusters of galaxies) an beestimated from the size R of the loud, the veloity U of the gas and the e�etivethermal ondutivity. The struture of the interfae is established over a period oftime � R=U , while the subsequent evolution is muh slower. Moreover, the width ofthe interfae is approximately onstant along the front. We made an illustrative 2Dsimulations of an unmagnetized plasma ow past a older loud with gas densities andtemperatures harateristi for the observed old fronts. While being very idealized,the simulations do show that the width remains approximately onstant when thegas ompressibility and the temperature dependene of the ondutivity is aountedfor.This implies that one an use muh of the visible part of the interfae in orderto assess the e�etive thermal ondutivity of the gas. For the old front in Abell3667(Best studied example of a old front), the estimated width of the interfae is40f 0:5 kp, where f is the ondution suppression oeÆient (relative to the Spitzer-Braginskii value). This fator f has to be smaller than 0:015 in order to reprodue theobserved limits on the width of the interfae. This result is onsistent with previoussuggestions that magneti �elds play an important role in providing thermal isolationof the gases separated by the old front. The idealized desription of the interfae81



4 Conlusionspresented here provides a useful method for estimating the e�etive gas ondutivityfrom observations of lusters of galaxies.4.2 Impat of AGN driven shoks on the abundanepro�les in galaxy lusters. The large amount of metals, in partiular - iron, observed in ool luster oresis likely produed by stars in very bright galaxies (BCGs) dwelling in the entersof these lusters. The observed distribution of iron is, however, broader than thelight distribution of the entral galaxy. This suggests that the gas does not form aperfetly stati atmosphere, but is instead involved in motions, that transport metalsto larger radii. All ool ore lusters ontain a supermassive blak hole (an AGN) inthe BCG at the luster enter whih is believed to be the soure of energy for theooling gas. In partiular interesting is the example of a nearby Virgo luster, wherethe entral region around giant elliptial galaxy M87 has been reently studied indetail with the XMM-Newton and Chandra observatories.Using simple 1D hydrodynami model we evaluated the impat of gas shok heatingby a entral AGN in M87 on the radial distribution of heavy elements. The propaga-tion of a shok reates an inverted entropy pro�le and the subsequent rearrangementof the gaseous atmosphere transports metal rih gas from the entral region to largerradii. We show that for the parameters of the relatively weak shok, reently foundin the gaseous atmosphere of M87, the abundane pro�le is not strongly a�eted bythe redistribution of the shok heated gas (exept for the very entral region). Atthe same time, the energetis of the soure is fully suÆient to broaden the metaldistribution to math the observations, strongly suggesting that mehanisms otherthan diret shok heating must operate in luster ores. The absene of a very strongabundane peak at the very enter of M87 suggests that the entral AGN produesfrequent (every few 10 Myr) and relatively weak outbursts, rather than rarer (everyfew 100 Myr) and an order of magnitude more powerful events.
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